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FORWORD
Present analysis is the outcome of the research work made in the
framework of a Project started by the Romanian Institute for Human
Rights in 2011 . The Project is extending over several years and is
going to be finali zed in 2017.
As I pointed out on a previous occasion, promotion and protection
of the dignity of persons with disabilities should be achieved on the
basis of a holistic approach to social development, human rights and
non-discrimination. Clearly, dignity and equality of opportunities are
inalienable rights ofthe modern human being, who is entitled to enjoy
all the rights and freedoms that are acknow ledged and legislated
without any distinction, since they are universal, indivi sible and
interdependent.
The United Nations Organization adopted special measures
meant to protect and assist categories of vulnerable persons, based on
the fact that it is with to the detriment persons that most violations of
human rights occur, while the victims are totally or partially unable to
stand for their rights. These categories of persons also include persons
with disabilities, with special needs. The Declaration on the Rights
of Disabled Persons l was adopted by the UN General Assembly
under its Resolution 3447 (XXX) of 9 December 1975, and on 13
December 2006 the General Assembly adopted the Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CDPD). Regulations in the
field are also to be found in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the
I See Irina Moroianu Zlatescu, Florin Salajeanu, Egaliralea de :;anse penlm
persoane/e ClI handicap, IRDO ~i ANPH , 8ucure~ti, 2004, p. 3.
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International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women , the Convention on the Rights of the
Child, the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education,
etc.
At European level, it is worth mentioning the regulations
adopted by the Council of Europe: Council of Europe Action Plan to
promote the rights and full participation of people with disabilities
in society: improving the quality of life of people with disabilities in
Europe 2006-2015 and Recommendation (20 11) 14 on participation
of persons with disabilities in the political and public life. At the same
time, special provisions are also to be found in regulations devoted
to general issues: the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with regard to the
Application of Biology and Medicine: Convention on Human Rights
and Biomedicine, the European Social Charter, the European Social
Charter Revised , etc.
The protection of persons with disabilities is a topical issue for
the European Union as well. It is worth mentioning the provisions
in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union", the
Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights for Workers,
Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006 of5 July 2006 concerning the rights of
disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility when travelling
by air, Regulation (EC) No 1371 12007 of 23 October 2007 on rail
passengers ' rights and obligations, Regulation (EU) No 1177/20 I 0
of 24 November 20 I0 concerning the rights of passengers when
travelling by sea and inland waterway and amending Regulation (EC)
No 2006/2004, and the European Disability Strategy 20 I 0-2020: A
Renewed Commitment to a Barrier-Free Europe. High appreciation is
also attached to the annual Forum on the implementation of the CDPD
in the European Union , organized by the European Commission, where
the most topical issues related to the implementation of the universal
2 See Irina Moroianu Zlatescu, $Iiin(a dreplurilor omului .~ i codificarea IOI~
in "$tiin \a ~i Cod ificare in Romania", Univcrsul Juridic, BLlcLlre~ti , 20 12, p. 581.
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and the regional instruments regarding persons with disabilities are
debated upon while disabled persons actively participate in the Forum
side by side with representatives of governments and representatives
of the independent monitoring mechanisms.
At national level , the rights of persons with disabilities, beside
the provisions in the Constitution of Romania 3 , are also regulated in
Government Decision No. 1175 of 29 September 2005 on approving
the national Strategy for the protection, the integration and the social
inclusion of persons with handicaps for the time period 2006-2013,
Law No. 448 of6 December 2006 on the protection and the promotion
of the rights of persons with disabilities, Government Decision No.
268 of 14 March 2007 on approving the Methodologic norms for
the implementation of the provisions of Law No. 448/2006 on the
protection and the promotion of the rights of persons with disabilities,
Government Decision No. 787 ofl7 July 2007 on establishing measures
for ensuring the application of Regulation (EC) no. 1.107/2 006 ofthe
European Parliament and Council of 5 July 2006 regarding the rights
of disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility who travel by
air, Government Decision No. 430 of 16 April 2008 on approval of
the Methodology regarding the organization and functioning of the
evaluation commission for disabled adults, Government Decision
No. 23 of 6 January 20 lOon approval of cost standards for social
services, Law No. 292 of 20 December 20 lIon social assistance and
Government Decision No. 344 of7 May 2014 on the organization and
functioning of the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and
Elderly.
The juridical doctrine approaches the issue of disability from
the point of view of an imperfect social model , characterized by
inequities and abuses against persons with special needs. International
regulations distinguish between disabilities and handicaps depending
on the model referred to - the medical model or the social one - or the
3 See Irina Moroianu Zlatescu, Constitutional Law in Romania, Kluwer,
London , 20 13 .
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fields of juridical regulation , the anti-discrimination legislation, the
social assistance legislation , ctc.
In terms of terminology, the term ' handicap ' originally involved
a social disadvantage. However, in time, the medical environment
took over the term, thereby defining deficiency, invalidity, infirmity,
difficulty, inability, disability, special need, malady, etc. From our
standpoint, the medical interpretation of the term 'handicap' does not
imply human rights as well.
The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Disabled Persons
(1975) lays down that "disabled person" may be "any person unable
to ensure by himself or herself, wholly or partly, the necessities of a
normal individual and/or social life, as a result of deficiency, either
congenital or not, in hi s or her physical or mental capabilities." On the
other hand, the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities (2006) acknowledges that disability is an evolving
concept and that it results from the interaction between persons with
disabilities and the barriers of attitude and environment that prevent
their full and actual participation as equal members of society.
In its turn, the Council of Europe promotes a policy of equal
opportunities, to the effect that all individuals should be given the
opportunity to their social, economic, cultural and political rights in
their social dimension.
So, once the paradigm changed from the medical approach to
disability to the social one and once the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities was adopted, the disability issue became a
human rights issue.
The Romanian Institute for Human Rights (RI HR), the first
national human rights institution created in Romania in the post1989 era, is the only national institution in our country to have been
acknowledged its status as a national human rights institution by the
International Coordinating Committee of National Human Rights
Institutions in the United Nations system 4 • RIHR complies with the
4 The Romanian In stitute for Human Ri ghts belongs with the European
Network or National Hum an Ri ghts In stituti ons.
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Principles of Paris established in 1991 by the Conference devoted
to national human rights institutions, principles that bccame an
official document of the United Nations General Assembly in 1993,
which refer to: an "as broad a mandate as possible", which shall be
based on universal standards of human rights and include the double
responsibility of both promoting and protecting human rights, while
also covering all the rights; independence from the Government;
independence guaranteed by the Constitution or other legislation;
adequate power of investigation; pluralism, also in terms of the
structure of the personnel and/or actual cooperation and adequate
financial resources 5 .
As a matter of fact, the Institute also complies with the
requirements of the Council of Europe laid down in the Committee
of Ministers Recommendation on the establishment of independent
national independent institutions for the promotion of human rights.
RIHR, in its capacity as independent mechanism promoting,
protecting and monitoring the implementation of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, in compliance
with art. 33 paragraph 2 in the document, is going to offer a first
picture of the way the rights of persons with disabilities are observed
in Romania. Thus, an objective analysis of the way the provisions of
the UN Convention are reflected in the Romanian legislation has been
made; based on our own investigations and also on the investigations
made by severa l NGOs and on data made available by a number of
institutions, the analysis also refers to the way these provisions are
observed.
The dimensions of the Convention as well as the wide range of
issues it deals with make its monitoring and its implementation be
more challenging than with most other conventions.
Acceptance of discrimination based on handicaps related criteria
is deeply rooted in many societies. It is to a large extent the result
of ignorance, not malevolence. Application of the Convention
5 See Irina Moroianu Zlatescu, 20 de ani de /a adoptarea Principii/or de /a
Paris. in quarterly " Drcpturile Omului", no. 312013 , p. 92 .
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involves, beside financial resources and commitment, creativity
and collaboration - key aspects explored in the report which need
immediate attention.
At present, the Government has been preparing a new national
strategy and a new plan of action. It is quite difficult a task since
a national strategy in the field of disabilities has to establish a
consolidated and detailed, long-term, vision, including priorities and
measurable results in an attempt to improve the lives of persons with
disabilities. Such a strategy should result from the involvement of
persons with disabilities and the organizations representing them and
also from consultations with the relevant ministries in the Government
(Ministry of Labor, Family, Social Protection and Elderly, the
Ministry of Health, the Ministry of National Education, the Ministry
of Development, etc.).
We believe it is also necessary that methodologies for collecting
data regarding persons with disabilities should be elaborated and
consistently applied. This requires that the data should be standardized
such as to be able to provide both monitoring of the progress of policies
in the field of disabilities and putting the Convention to practice at
national scale.
Clearly, there is need for increased awareness and understanding
of disabilities. An inclusive society is based on respect and
understanding. This is the reason why it is important to improve the
level of the public's understanding of disability. The Government,
the non-governmental organizations, while also involving the press,
should consider the organization of campaigns whose main objective
ought to be a change of attitudes.
Let not be forgotten how important accessibility is. All policies,
programmes, standards and services should be developed while taking
into account the common needs of persons with disabilities (related
to health and welfare, economic and social security, development of
skills and living within the community) so that the barriers preventing
their participation could be removed. Thus, the application of two
10

fundamental concepts is ensured: "universal design " and "reasonable
adaptation ".
One objective that has to be pursued is the one related to an
independent life. To attain it, there is need for several assistance and
support services, multidisciplinary services, integrated and accessible,
well legislated, which would provide persons with disabilities with an
independent life, the poss ibility to participate in the economic, social
and cultural life of their communities. All this is not poss ible without
deep scientific researc h in the field . Research is essential when it
comes to increase th e public's understanding of the issues related
to disability. However, it involves investments in human capacity training of a group of scientific researchers special ized in the field of
di sability. Research studies should focus on: the quality of life and
the welfare of persons with disabilities; programmes and standards
of accessibility, universal design and reasonable adaptation, the costs
of di sability, etc. They should also establish the methods and means
by which persons with di sabilities can file complaints related to the
observance of their human rights.
It should be mentioned that the viewpoints in the report are
the result of a collaboration between the RIHR's researchers and
researchers, teachers and professors in the pre-university and
university systems, candidates for a PhD degree or a Master's degree,
as well as representatives of institutions and NGOs who made their
pro bono contribution to the acco mplishment of thi s resea rch .
Prof. lrina Moroianu ZHitescu, PhD
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Historical context
The status of persons with disabilities has been a permanent
concern of our society after 1989. The bases of the system for the
protection of persons with handicaps were laid in 1990, once the
State Secretariat for the Handicapped (SSH)6 was established as an
institution attached to the Minister responsible for the quality of life
and social protection.
The Constitution of Romania of 1991 devotes to persons with
disabilities an entire chapter. According to art. 46, they "shall enjoy
special protection. The State shall ensure the promotion of a national
policy of preventive care, treatment, readjustment, education,
instruction and social integration of the disabled, while observing the
rights and duties of their parents or legal tutors".7
In 1992, Parliament of Romania passed two laws, very important
in our opinion, as they were the legal framework needed for the
construction of the system of special protection of disabled persons
in Romania, namely: Law No. 5311992 on the special protection of
disabled persons and Law No. 5711992 on the employment of disabled
persons. Thus, the process by which the rights of persons with
disabilities were legislated had begun, including the right to social
services, to fiscal advantages, as well as to more favourable general
conditions. Also, the definition given to persons with disabilities was
introduced the concept of special protection measures. The latter are
(, HG No. 1. 100/ 1990 on the establishment of the State Secretariat for the
Handicapped, published in Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 295/1990 and HG
No. 1.161 / 1990 on the powers, organization and functioning of the State Secretariat
for the Handicapped, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 119/1990.
The name was changed to SSPH under HG No. 939/1997.
7 See Irina Moroianu Zliitesc u, Constitutional Law. .. op. cit, p. 20.
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applied depending on which of several disability categories a person
belongs as a result of an evaluation made by commissions of medical
expertise.
In 1998, the name of the State Secretariat for the Handicapped
was changed to the State Secretariat for Persons with Handicaps, a
specialized body of the central public administration, subordinated to
the Government, which coordinates, guides and controls the protection
of persons with disabilities as well as their social integrations.
The entry into force of OUG No. 10211999 on the special
protection and employment of persons with disabilities, on 30 June
1999, was another stage in the development of the system of measures
for the special protection of persons with disabilities.
At institutional level, in January 2001, the State Secretariat for
Persons with Handicaps was removed from its position of subordination
to the Government and put in a position of subordination to the
Ministry of Health and Family, while keeping its role as a specialized
body of the central public administration that coordinates, guides
and controls the protection of persons with disabilities as well as their
social integration 9 .
The following year saw important elements for the construction
of the system of special protection of persons with disabilities in
Romania. Thus, the National Strategy for the special protection and
social integration of persons with handicaps came into force 10. One of
the pros for the elaboration of the Strategy in 2002 was the necessity to
achieve a "holistic view, interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral, capable to
harmonize the ministerial strategies, to combine them and express the
Romanian Government's will to align its policy with the international
8 HG No. 939/ 1997 on the re-organization and functioning of the State
Secretariat for the Handicapped, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I,
No. 16 of 10 January 1998.
9 HG No. 22/2001 on the organization and functioning of the Ministry of Health
and Family, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, of 16 January 200 I.
10 HG No. 1215/2002 on approval of the National Strategy for the special
protection and social integration of persons with handicaps in Romania, published
in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 853 of26 Novcmber 2003.
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standards" in this field. Thus, the adoption of a National Strategy based
on international documents was considered the primary objective for
our country. The documents taken into account include the European
Social Charter Revised (art. 15 - second part); Council of Europe
Recommendation No. R (92) on a Coherent Policy for the Rehabilitation
of People with Disabilities (1992); Resolution (97 /C12/01) by the Council
of Europe and the Representatives of the Member States Governments
on equality of opportunity for people with disabilities; the UN Standard
Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities
(1993).
On 1 April 2003, as a result of the re-organization of the State
Secretariat for Persons with Handicaps, the National Authority for
Disabled Persons was established as an institution subordinated
to the Government, under the direct coordination of the Minister
coordinating the Government's Secretariat General, having the role
to coordinate, at central level, the activities of special protection and
promotion of the rights of persons with disabilities 1I.
A new modification of the institutional framework took place
in the summer of the same year, 2003, when the National Authority
for Disabled Persons was organized and started to function in the
subordination of the Ministry of Labour, Social Solidarity and Familyi 2.
Revision of the Constitution of Romania in 2003 entailed
modification of certain texts and also re-numbering of certain articles.
Thus, art. 50 in the revised Constitution, largely took over the text
of art. 46 in the Constitution of 1991: "Disabled persons shall enjoy
special protection. The State shall provide the accomplishment of a
national policy of equal opportunities, disability prevention and
11 OG No. 14/2003 on the establishment, organization and functioning of the
National Authority for Persons with Disabilities, published in the Official Gazette
of Romania, I, No. 63 of I February 2003.
12 OUG No. 64/2 003 on special measures regarding the establishment,
organization, re-organization or functioning of several structures in the Government's
working apparatus, ministries, other special bodies of the central public administration
and certain public institutions, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 464
of29 June 2003.
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treatment, so that disabled persons can effectively participate in
community life, while observing the rights and duties of their parents
or legal guardians:'I }
Social assistance measures in the field of the protection of children,
families, lonely persons, old persons, persons with disabilities, as well
as any other persons in need are achieved, at county level, and at the
local level of the sectors of Bucharest by the general directorates of
social assistance and child protection. 14
An substantially important stage in the evolution of the system
protecting persons with disabilities, with the purpose of continually
improve the quality of life, was marked by two normative acts:
the National Strategy for the protection, integration and social
inclusion of persons with handicaps in the period 2006-2013 - Equal
opportunities for persons with disabilities - towards a society without
discrimination"I S and Law No. 44812006 on the protection and the
promotion of the rights of persons with disabilities l6 •
Law No. 44812006 is one of the most comprehensive normative
acts, with substantially improved implications in terms of the life
quality of persons with disabilities. Law No. 448/2006 is based on
the fundamental concept of the National Strategy: "persons with
handicaps - citizens with full rights". This is the reason why the
normative act includes and consecrates the concept of "access for
See I. Muraru , Gh. lancu, Constitu/iile Romane. 3rd edition, Regia
Autonoma Monitorul Oficial, Bucure~ti, 1995; Irina Moroianu Zlatescu,
Constitutional Law... op . cit.
14 HG No. 1434 on the powers and the Framework Regulations for the organization
and thc functioning or the general directorates of social assistance and child protection,
published in the OtTIcial Gazette or Romania, I, No. 86901"23 September 2004.
15 HG No. 1175/2005 on the approval of the National Strategy for the
protection, integration and social inclusion of persons with handicaps in the period
2006-2013 - "Equal opportunities ror persons with disabilities - towards a society
without discrimination", published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 919
of 14 October 2005.
16 Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion or the rights of
persons with disabilities, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 1006
or 18 December 2006.
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everyone", establishes obligations and time limits for the central and
the local authorities, public and private.
At the same time, the normative act pays particular attention to
terminological clarifications, introducing new terms I? , such as:
accessibility - the entire set of measures and actions to adapt the
physical environment as well as the informational and communicative
environment, in accordance with the needs of persons with disabilities,
an essential element with the exercise of the rights and the fulfilment
of the duties of persons with disabilities in society;
reasonable adaptation at workplace - the entire set of modifications
made by the employer to facilitate a disabled person the exercise of
his/her right to work; it involves modification of the working hours,
acquisition of equipment, assisting devices and technologies and other
similar measures;
living assistance - includes service animals, such as, for instance,
assistance dogs;
assisted employment - an employment option facilitating work
in common workplaces on the competitive labour market, which
involves assistance for finding a job and assistance at the workplace,
transportation, aiding technologies, training, specialization;
supplemental personal budget - establishes the limits of monthly
personal expenses in terms of the degree of disability, for such
payments as the radio/TV monthly price plans, the telephone monthly
price plans with credits, and the electric power monthly payment;
routes and means of access - elements ensuring the access of
persons with disabilities in public buildings and the possibility that
they could go from one place to another inside the buildings;
equalization of opportunities - a process by which the various
social and environmental structures, the infrastructure, the services,
the informative or documenting activities are made available to
persons with disabilities;
17 Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with disabilities, republished, with its subsequent modifications and
additions , art. 5.
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social inclusion - a set of measures and multidimensional action
in the fields of social protection, employment, housing, education,
health, information and communication, mobility, security, justice,
and culture, meant to combat social exclusion.
Law No. 44812006 provides for the public authorities' obligation
to take special measures, in all major aspects of life, to ensure social
inclusion of persons with disabilities. The principles laid down in Law
No. 448/2006 are compliant with Recommendation Rec(2006)5 of the
Committee of Ministers to member states on the Council of Europe
- Action Plan to promote the rights and full participation of people
with disabilities in society: improving the quality of life of people
with disabilities in Europe 2006-2015, adopted by the Committee of
Minister on 5 April 2006:
a) observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms;
b) preventing and fighting discrimination;
c) equal opportunities;
d) equal treatment in employment and occupation;
e) social solidarity;
f) raising the community's awareness;
g) subsidiarity;
h) society's adaptation to persons with disabilities;
i) the disabled person's interest;
j) integrated approach;
k) partnership;
1) freedom of choice and control of or decision about one's own
life, about the services and the forms of assistance they should benefit
from;
m) an approach to services that is focused on the person;
n) protection against being neglected and abused;
0) selection of the less restrictive alternative when establishing
the necessary support and assistance;
p) social integration and social inclusion of persons with
disabilities, with equal rights and duties with all other members of
society.
18

The Action Plan to promote the rights and full participation
of people with disabilities in socicty: improving the quality of life
of people with disabilities in Europe 2006-20 151 ~ was launched in
Romania in the framework of the Regional Conference on Disability
- Involved, not assisted!, organized by ANPH on 14-16 May 2006,
in Constanta as one of the events devoted to Romania's holding the
Presidency of the Council of Europe Committee of Ministers.
In the year 20 I0, the National Authority for Disabled Persons was
dissolved and its powers were taken over by the Ministry of Labour,
Family and Social Protection . 19 The same normative act dissolved the
National Institute for Preventing and Combating the Social Exclusion
of Persons with Handicaps20, subordinated to the Authority ever since
the establishment of the State Secretariat for Persons with Handicaps,
which had been responsible for analyses and comparative studies,
as well as researches dealing with concepts, themes and practices in
the field of disability, without such specific powers being transferred
to another institution. So, from this moment on, coordination at
central level of the activities devoted to the special protection and
the promotion of the rights of persons with disabilities, as well as
the elaboration of policies, strategies and standards for the promotion
of the rights of persons with disabilities became the responsibility
IX Recommendation Rec(2006)5 of the Committee of Ministers to member
states on the Council of Europe, adopted by the Committee of Minister on 5 April
2006.
19 OUG No. 68 or 30 June 20 lOon measures for the rc-organi zation or the
MM FPS and of the activities of the institutions subordinated to, coordinated by or
under the authority of the MMFPS, published in the Official Gazette of Romania,
I, No. 446/20 IO.
20 First established as and institution subordinated to the M inistry of Education,
called the Methodological Center for the Recovery of Children and Youngsters
with Di sabilities, under HG No. 586/1990. it had its name changed to National
Institute for the Recovery and Special Education of Persons with Disab ilities, then
to national Institute of Studies and Strategies for Issues related to Persons with
Disabilities, re-organized in 2003, under OG No. 14/2003 on the establishment,
organization and functioning of the ANPI-I , published in the Official Gazette of
Romania , I, No. 63/2003.
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of the Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection through its
Directorate General for the Protection of Persons with Handicaps.
On II November 20 I 0, Romania ratified the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 2 1• In January
2012, the Social AssistanceActcame into force. It is a law that regulates
the general framework for the organization, the functioning and the
financing of the national system of social assistance in Romanian.
The recent changes in the political picture were also reflected at
the level of the institutional framework. So, the Directorate General
for the Protection o/Persons with Handicaps became, in June 2012,
the Directoratefor the Protection o.lPersons with Handicaps, while
in August 2013 it is expected to change its name again to the General
Directorate for the Protection o.l Persons with Disabilities, while
keeping its role of coordinating at central level the activities devoted
to the special protection and promotion of the rights of persons with
disabilities Y

Status of persons with disabilities in Romania. 14 The mall1
national source of statistic information related to persons with
disabilities in general, particularly to children with disabilities,
21 Law No. 221 /20 lOon ratification of the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities, adopted in New York by the United Nations General Assembly on
13 December 2006, opened for signature on 30 March 2007 and signed by Romania
on 26 September 2007, published in the Ofllcial Ga zette of Romania, I, No. 792 of
26 November 20 IO.
22 Law No. 292/20 11 ~ the Social Assistance Act, published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, I, No. 905 of20 December 2011.
23 I-IG No. 304 of 29 May 2013 supplementing I-IG No. 10/2013 on the
organi zation and functioning of the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection
and Elderly, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 320 of 3 June
2013.
24 We would like to use this opportunity to express our thanks to all participants
for their contributions to the conferences, seminars and roundtables organized or
attended by the RII-IR and devoted to these issues. Wc would also like to express
our thanks to A.M. Neagoe, M. Mocanu, M. Stanciu, F. Simon, M. Ghighiu , I. Radu ,
F. Salajeanu, S. Ruba, D. Tcpe ~, G. Pascu, E. lorga, O. Popescu, M. Jianu ~.a.
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is the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly.25
On 31 December 2013, there were 709216 registered persons with
disabilities in Romania. Of these, 380,742 are women, 648 ,223
are adults and 60,981 arc children. The proportion of persons with
disabilities, calculated for Romania 's population based on the data
published by the National Institute of Statistics, was 3.52% on 31
December 2013, the dynamics after the entry into force of Law No.
448/2006 being progressively increasing. 26 One explanation for the
increase lies in the point of novelty of the above-mentioned normative
act: introduction of a set of faci Iities for persons classed as belonging
to the medium disabilities group, which entailed the emergence of a
new group of beneficiaries and, most of all, elimination of provision
according to which social services were provided depending on the
person 's income.
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Fig. I Evolution or the number of persons with di sabil ities
for December 2006 - December 2013.
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The great majority of persons with disabilities live with their
own families or independently, representing the non-institutionalized
persons. Their percentage of97.6%, as compared to the 2.4% assisted
persons in public residential institutions, was almost constant in
time (Fig. 2); 49% of the non-institutionalized persons live in the
countryside, while women amount to 53.69% of the population of
persons with disabilities.

Persoane cu handicap, 2012

Persoane eu handicap
aflate in familie
• Persoane eu handicap
institutional izate

Fig. 2 Status of the institutional ized persons with disabil ities

Article 1-4 on feneral oblifations. As was previously shown,
the Constitution of Romania states that disabled persons shall enjoy
special protection, the State providing the accomplishment of a
national policy of equal opportunities, disability prevention and
treatment, so that disabled persons can effectively participate in
community life, while observing the rights and duties of their parents
or legal guardians. n Law No. 448/2006 regulates for the rights and
the duties of persons with disabilities, the rights being granted for
the social integration and inclusion of these persons. 2X An analysis
of the facts shown above clearly reveals that the purpose of the
Constitution of Romania, revised, art. 50.
Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion of persons with
handicaps, republished , with its subsequent modifications and supplements, art. I.
27
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Convention is to promote, protect and ensure full and equal exercise
of the fundamental human rights and freedoms by all persons with
disabilities and promote respect for their intrinsic dignity. This was
not entirely taken over by our legislation and we believe that this
should be done by the new Constitution, which is being elaborated at
present.
As was shown, the legislation in our country made use ofthe term
'handicap'. The Explicative Dictionary of the Romanian language
gives the following explanations for the word 'handicap': "I. (Sports)
Score achieved by an inferior competitor. 2. Fig. Difficulty, obstacle
affecting somebody's work. 3. Sensory, motional , mental deficiency
or any other infirmity of a person. - From Eng., Fr. handicap". 29
At present, Law No. 448/2006 defines persons with handicaps as
"persons whose social environment, unadapted to their physical ,
sensory, psychic, mental and/or associated deficiencies totally deny
or limit their access with equal opportunities to the life of society,
and who need special protection measures to assist their social
integration and inclusion".30 In Romania, the term 'disability' hasn't
so far been entered in the Explicative Dictionary of the Romanian
Language, but was entered, in 2005, in the Orthographic, Orthoepic
and Morphological Dictionary of the Romanian Language 31, and
assimilated to the word inventory and the norms of the Romanian
language.
The Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with disabilities has introduced the concept of disability,
defined as "general term denoting impairments/deficiencies,
~'j Dic\ionarul explicativ al limbii romane, 2nd edition, Editura Univers
Enciclopedic, 1996, p. 443.
JIl Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion of persons with
handicaps, republished, with its subsequen t modifications and supplements, art. I.
nd
31 Diqionarul ortografic, ortoepic ~i morfologic al limbii romane, 2
edition,
revised and supplemented , Editura Univcrs Enciclopedic, 2005, p. 251 .
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limitations of activity and restrictions ofparticipation"32, nevertheless
without using it throughout the tcxt ofthc normative act.
On the other hand, the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of Persons with Disabilities, ratified by Romania under Law No.
221 /2010, lays down that: "persons with disabilities include those who
have long-term physical , mental , intellectual or sensory impairments
which in interaction with various barriers may hinder their full and
effective participation in society on an equal basis with others. 33
Later, the Social Assistance Act defined persons with di sabilities
as persons who have long-term physical, mental , intellectual or
sensory deficiencies which, interacting with various obstacles, may
restrict full and actual participation of those persons in the social life,
under equal conditions with the others. 34
It can be noticed that, from a conceptual point of view, the
approach lacks unity. On the other hand, such notions/terms as 'types
and sub-types of deficiencies', 'barriers', 'full and actual participation' ,
'reasonable adaptation' , ' universal design' are not defined in the social
laws/policies in Romania. Moreover, at institutional level, in spite of
the fact that the legislative framework was modified as far back as
December 2006 to the effect that the "special protection" approach
was discarded and the normative act regulates for the "rights and
duties" of persons with disabilities, the name of the structure that is
responsible for the elaboration and the centra l coordination of the
policies and the strategies related to the promotion of the rights of
persons with disabilities continues to include the term ' protection '
(Protection of Persons with Disabilities Directorate). Thus, there is
need for harmonization at the level of concepts, starting from the
definitions given in the International Classification of Functioning,
12 Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion of" persons with
handicaps, republished, with its subseq uent modifications and supplements, art. 5,
paragraph 16.
33 Law No. 221 /20 lOon ratification of the Co nvention on the Rights of"
Persons with Disabilities, published in the Official Gazelle of Romania, I, No. 792
of26 November 20 I 0, art. I.
34 The Social Assistance Act No. 292/20 11 , art. 6, letter aa.
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Disability and Health and taking into account the provisions of the
Convention.
The principles laid down in the Convention are partly to be found
in the sociallaws/policies in Romania: respect for people's inalienable
dignity, for individual autonomy, including freedom to make one's
own choices, and for the independence of persons; respect for diversity
and acceptance of persons with disabilities as part of human diversity
and humanity; accessibility; respect for di sabled children's abilities to
progress and respect for disabled children to keep their own identities.
Although the constitutional provisions 3s concerning the citizens'
rights and liberties shall be interpreted and enforced in conformity
with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 36, with the covenants
and other treaties Romania is a party to, the laws and policies in the
field do not provide for the obligation to ensure and promote the full
exercise of all human rights and fundamental freedoms for all persons
with disabilities, without any discrimination based on disabilities.
It should be pointed out that, as far as the State's capacity to take
legislative, administrative and other measures for the implementation
of the rights acknowledged by the Convention is concerned, the Law
on ratification of the Convention stipulates that the central authority
for the implementation of the Convention is the Ministry of Labour,
Family, Social Protection and Elderly, through its Directorate for the
Protection of Persons with Disabilities, although it lacks the necessary
administrative and operational capacity.
We believe there is need for a normative act to be adopted which
would provide actual operativeness of the coordinating mechanism,
in consonance with art. 33 of the Convention. There is also need to
have the data collecting and data reporting system regulated as well
as the system of consultations between the coordinating mechanism
and the points of contact, on the one hand, and the system of
consultations, involvement and full participation in the monitoring
35

36

Constitution of Romania, revi sed, art. 20.
Sce Irina MoroianLl ZliitescLI, Constitlltional La\\I.... op. cit. , p. 3 et seq.
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process of the civil society, particularly persons with di sab ilities and
the organizations that represent them.
Article 5 on equality and non-discrimination. According to
art. 16 in the Constitution of Romania, citizens are equal before the
law and public authorities, without any privilege or discrimination.
The legislation devoted to the prevention of discrimination defines
discrimination as any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference
based on race, nationality, ethnicity, language, religion, social category,
convictions, gender, sexual orientation, age, handicap, non-contagious
chronic disease, HIV infection, affiliation to a disadvantaged category,
as well as any other criterion whose purpose or effect is to restrict
or remove the acknowledgment, the use or the exercise of the rights
acknowledged by the law, in the political, economic, social and cultural
or any other field of public life. According to the same normative act,
the principle of equality among citizens and elimination of privileges
and discrimination are guaranteed, particularly in the exercise of the
right to equal treatment before courts of law or any other jurisdictional
body.37
In Romania, the National Council for Combating Discrimination
(CNCD) is the guarantor for the respect and the application of the
principle of non-discrimination. It is a national independent institution,
with specific powers, whose activity is focused to discrimination in the
following directions: prevention, mediation in terms of di scrimination ,
monitoring of di scrimination cases, professional assistance for victims
of discrimination.
According to the Report on the activity of CNCD for the year
2012 3\ out of the total amount of 548 regi stered petitions, only 45
(8.25%) were based on handicap criteria, exceeding by 3 the figures
of2011 (9.03%) and by 17 (7.11%) those of2010. An analysis of the
37 OUG No. 137/20000n preventing and sanctioning all forms of discrimination,
republi shed , art. I paragrap h (2).
38
http://www.cncd.org.ro/fi les/fi le/Raport%20de%20activitate%20CNC D%
202012.pdf.
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data include in the Report shows that, in 2012, twelve petitions based
on the handicap criterion were admitted, meaning that discriminatory
actions had been found , while seventeen were rejected for the
reason that discriminatory actions had not been found; the rest of the
complaints were closed for lack of evidence, lack of data or object,
withdrawal of the complaint, late submission, etc. Even though
the number of petitions submitted to the CNCD has increased, it is
nevertheless relatively small as compared to Romania 's population,
which reflects that the public in general and persons with disabilities
in particular have insufficient information about the existence and the
role of this institution.
Here are a few examples of discriminatory actions based on the
handicap criterion found by the Steering Committee of the CNCD, all
picked from the above-m entioned Report:
The accused delays issuing a document addressed to the
complainer
Petitioner L.A.L. complained to the CNCD that the accused (a
Mayor 's Office), in spite of the fact that it had been notified about
the Steering Committee's Decision in relation to the first petition,
continues to refuse to issue a Decision signed by the Owners
Executive Committee with regard to the approval to build a ramp
for persons with disabiliti es. The Steering Committee, summoned to
rule on the refusal to conform to a Decision issued by itself, where
a discriminatory action had been found, finds that the petitioner had
been created a continuous degrading and humiliating atmosphere, as
she had to crawl on her arms on the stairs of her residential block
of flats , dirtying her clothes, expos ing to the risk of spraining her
limbs to climb up or down the staircase connecting the floors. So,
the Steering Committee found that the facts claimed by the petitioner
were a discriminatory action in a continual form and ordered that the
accused be penalized with a civil fine.
Oflending allegations against persons with disabilities,
presentation in a press release of the medical diagnosis of person
with mental disability. Field: right to dignity. The Steering Committee
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of the CNCD took a stance on its own initiative in relation to the press
release issued by the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection,
which included allegations that could be interpreted as offending
persons with disabilities; at the same time, the press release also
included the medical diagnosis ofa person with mental disability: "the
definition of handicap has acquired new nuances" ... "the new trend is
the mental handicap" ... "The beneficiaries moved from the category
of visual handicap mainly to that of mental handicap (Alzheimer,
dementia, retardation), these are files and documents much easier to
fabricate" ... "throughout the country the numbers of the population
are decreasing while the number of persons with handicaps is
increasing". In its Decision, the Steering Committee shows that the
incriminated allegations represent a distinction based on disability
which entails a limitation of the right to dignity and concluded that
the allegations in the press release issued by the Ministry of Labour,
Family, Social Protection fall into the category of discrimination in
conformity with art. 2 Paragraph I corroborated with art. 15 of OG
No. 137/2000, republished. The Committee sanctioned the Ministry
of Labour, Family, Social Protection with a civil fine amounting to
1000 lei , in conformity with art. 26 ofOG No. 137/2000, republished.
Disability, type of disability and age. Right to health, right to
education. The petitioner, L.S., believes that her son, a person with
a severe handicap, without mental affliction, is discriminated against
and demands acknowledgment of the discriminatory actions, and
recommendations addressed to the institutions mentioned in the
complaint to the effect that they should take all needed legislative,
financial and practical measures to ensure reasonable adaptations
and respect of all her son's rights, in conformity with Law No.
221 /20 lOon ratification of the Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities. Thus, in terms of the seventh head of claim, that
is, the refuse to grant the right to balneary treatment through the
unitary system of public pensions, the Steering Committee found that
the House of Pensions of Bucharest committed discrimination and
applied the sanction of warning.
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In its Annual Report for the year 2012, the CNCD recommends
harmoni zation of the legislative provisions by the elaboration of a
Romanian Code of Non-Discrimination, whieh should regulate in a
unitary, efflcient and effective way a number of social relations that
are at present managed in a non-unitary way by several normative acts,
wh ich leads to j urid ical confusions and confl icts of competency. Such a
code should include the fields regulated by: the legislation specifically
devoted to the prevention of various forms of discrimination, the
legislation related to equality of opportunities for men and women,
and the legislation regulating for the protection and the promotion of
the rights 0 persons with handicaps.
As far as the term 'reasonable adaptation' is concerned, it should
be pointed out that the legislation in our country deals with the term
only from the point of view of employment, the law on the protection
and the promotion of the rights of persons with handicaps defining
the 'reasonable adaptation at the workplace' . It is recommendable
therefore that the concept of' rcasonable adaptation ' shou Id be defined
not only in the specific legislation but also and all the more so in the
sense that failure to provide it is a form of discrimination and imposes
the application of sanctions.
Article 6 on women with disabilities. In the Strategy for
persons with handi caps 2005-2006, elimination of all the forms of
discrimination against persons with handicaps is, in our opinion, an
imperative, particular attention being paid to groups subject to multiple
discrimination , such as women with handicaps, highly dependent
persons, persons with handicaps belonging to minority ethnic groups,
and a few more.39 Also, the document regulating for the prevention of
all form s of discrimination stipulates that any distinction , exclusion,
restriction or preference based on two or several criteria shall be
regarded as an aggravating circumstance when thc civil accountability
39 HG No. 1175/2005 on approval of the National Strategy tor the protection,
the integration and the social inclusion o I' persons with handicaps tor the time period
2006-2013, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, L 919 or 14 October
2005. Preamble, letter c.
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is to be established unless one or more of its constitutive elements fall
within the sphere of the criminallaw. 40
The law on equality of opportunities for men and women stipulates
that the measures for the promotion of equality of opportunities
and treatment for men and women and elimination of all forms of
discrimination based on gender shal1 be in the private and the public
sector alike, in such fields as labour, education, health, culture and
information, politics, participation in the decision making process,
supply of and access to assets and services, and also in relation to
the establishing, equipping, or extending an enterprise or starting or
extending any other form of independent activity, as wel1 as other
fields regulated by special laws. 41
Although the fact that women with handicaps are subject to
mUltiple discrimination is acknowledged, the Romanian legislation
fal1s short of measures for women with disabilities to enjoy all human
rights and fundamental freedoms and also measures to fully secure
women's development, progress and involvement so that they might
exercise and enjoy al1 human rights and fundamental freedoms laid
down in the Convention.
It is also a fact that present statistics lack data related to women
and girls with disabilities in all fields of activity.
Article 7 on children with disabilities. According to art. 49 in
the Constitution of Romania, children and young people shal1 enjoy
special protection and assistance in the pursuit of their rights. The
State shall grant allowances for children and benefits for the care of
ill or disabled children. The exploitation of minors, their employment
in activities that might be harmful to their health, or morals, or might
endanger their life and normal development are prohibited.
40 OG No. 137/2000 on the prevention and sanctioning of
discrimination , republished in the Official Gazette of Romania, I,
February 2007, art. 2, paragraph 6.
41 Law No. 202/2002 on equality of opportunities for men
republished, Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 326 of 5 June
paragraph I.
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all forms of
No. 99 of 8
and women ,
2013 , art. 2,

Also, the public authorities are bound to contribute to secure the
conditions for the free participation of young people in the political ,
social, economic, cultural and sporting life of the country.
Law No. 272 /2004 on the protection and the promotion of the
rights of the child regulates for the legal framework related to the
respect, the promotion and and the guaranteeing of the rights of the
child . Thus, the public authorities, the authorized private bodies,
as well as the natural and the legal persons responsible for child
protection are bound to respect, promote and guarantee the rights
of the child enshrined by the Constitution and other legislation, in
consonance with the provisions of the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of the Child, ratified under Law No. 1811990, republished,
and of the other international documents in the field where Romania
is a party.42
Also, the above-mentioned normative act stipulates that any
other provisions adopted for the respect and the promotion of the
rights of the child, as well as any legal act issued or, as the case may
be, elaborated in this field shall be subject primarily to the principle
of the child's best interest.
The law on the respect and the promotion of the rights of the child
enshrines the basic principle for achieving, respecting and guaranteeing
the rights of the child: listening to the child's opinion and taking it into
account, while also taking into account the child 's age and level of
maturity.43 Thus, for instance, the Methodology for the organization
and the development of the national evaluation of 8th grade students 44
stipulates the obligation of the commissions in educational units to
ensure conditions that provide equal opportunities for students with
deficiencies, by adapting the procedures in terms of the individual
peculiarities and those specific to the respective deficiency. Examples
42 Law No. 272/2004 on the protecti on and the promotion of the rights of the
child, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 557 of 23 June 2004,
art. I.
43 Ibidem, art. 6.
44 Order of the M inister of Education , Youth and Sports No. 480 I120 I 0, still in
effect for the exams of 20 13, art. 3 1.
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of such adaptations are: a) provide blind students with the possibility
to communicate by making use of the Braille system, and the students
with hearing deficiencies with the possibility to communicate by
making use of the sign language (including, as the case may be, the
possibility to have an authorized interpreter); b) extend, by one hour
at the most, the time provided for the written test for students with
motional or neural-motion deficiencies, which prevent them to write
normally, or for those with severe visual deficiencies; c) provide texts
written with large sized fonts for amblyopes; d) for students with
certain deficiencies, transmission via dictation of the information
corresponding to the visually displayed/presented exam topics; e)
achievement of the National Evaluation Written Test by a student
with deficiencies by means of dictation - the student dictates his/her
contribution to an assisting teacher of a different specialization than
the one for which the student takes the test.
As far as the dynamic situation related to children with disabilities
is concerned, information is accessible both on the web page www.
anph.ro/statistici. On 31 December 2013, the Child Protection
Dircctorate45 at the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and
Elderly, the one that had the power to coordinate at central level the
child protection policies, made public the number of children with
disabilities: 70,647. On the same day, the Protection of Persons with
Handicaps Directorate of the same Ministry, the central structure that
is responsible for the elaboration and the coordination of policies for
the protection of persons with handicaps, made public a number of
60,981 children with disabilities, mentioning that these were children
receiving twice the State Child Allowance (non-institutionalized
children) who were to be added the children living in public institutions
of social protection for adult persons with handicaps, methodologically
coordinated by the Directorate through the County DGASP and the
DGASPC ofthe sector of the Municipality of Bucharest. According to
45
Reorganized as National Authority for Child Protection and Adoption , by
OUG No. 11 /2014, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 203 of21
march 2014.
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the information available at that time, the public institutions of social
protection for adult persons with handicaps sheltered 13 children with
ages ranging from 10 to 14.

Distribu!ia copiilor pe grade de
handicap
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The dominant types of handicaps are: somatic, associated, mental
or psychic (18%-22% with each of these types). According to the
statistic data communicated by the ANDCA on the web page www.
copii.ro, on 31 December 2013 , 7,892 children with disabilities (down
by 620 compared to the cnd of 20 12) enjoyed residential services, as
follows:
- 7,693 children enjoyed residential type services, of which:
- 3371 in classical placement centers;
- 1712 in modulated placement centers;
- 40 I in apartments;
- 2163 in family-like cottages;
- 198 children enjoyed private residential services, of which:
- 16 in classical placement centers;
- 8 in modulated placement centers;
- 17 in apartments;
- 157 in family-like cottages.
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"Most probably the number of children with disabilities is much
larger but, with many families, particularly in the countryside, having
a child with a handicap is regarded as something shameful, and this
is the reason why the child is not declared to suffer from a handicap.
Also, reduced access to assessment services (owed to the long distance
between the family's home and the headquarters of the institution
providing such services or lack of information regarding the special
rights and the services available for children with disabiliti es) is one
more element to be considered" - was stated in a Report elaborated
by organization Salva(i Copiii Rom6niei46 .
Presentations and points of view in relation to problems and cases
of violation of the rights of children with disabilities are included in
the shadow reports elaborated by non-governmental organi zations.
Thus, the shadow Report by the Federation of Nongovernmental
Organizations to Protect Your Child (FONPC)47 brings into reliefsuch
issues as inconsistency of the statistical data and of the concepts, lack
of accessibility, limited access to recovery services, insuffi ciency of
the staff. The recommendations refer to the requirement of having
the classification into "degrees of handicaps" revised , in consonance
with the principles and the norms of the WHO, improvement of the
physical access to public areas and access to recovery and medical
servIces.
"For all children with disabilities to be included, they need to
be registered at birth, to go to school, to see a doctor and be taken
into account in everyday life. Both children with di sabilities and their
communities would benefit if we focused on what these children can
achieve - on their abilities and potential. Romania has made progress
toward the protection of the rights of children with di sabilities, but
a lot more sti ll needs to be done for them to be able to play and go
to school with the other children, to receive appropriate health care
and protection, to make their dreams come true. A first step in that
46
www.saivatieopiii.ro/rcursc/Situa\ia cop iiuiui In ROl1lflllia/Copiiu i eu
dizabiiitii\i.
47 Raporlui aiternativ FONPC, www. fonpc.ro. pp. 57
60.
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direction was to ratify the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities. Wc now need to scale up the good practice models
that have proved efficient," declared Sandie Blanchet, UNICEF
Representative in Romania when the publication The State oj" the
Worlds Children 2013 - Children with Disabilities 48 was released.
Measures are nceded to providc assistance adequate to the disability
and to the age so that the child's right to freedom of opinion might be
achieved.
The UNICEF Report on "Children with Disabilities. Romania
2013"49, recommends thc monitoring of the harmoni zation of the
legislative framework governing the protection of disabled children
with the one governing the protection of disabled adults and the
establishment of an early preparatory mechanism to assist this
transition alongside harmonization of the service standards for the two
age categories. This would provide an adaptation and a continuation
of the services focused on the beneficiary. Also, the document
recommends the "creation of functional mechanisms of information,
consultation and involvement of disabled children and their parents
in the decision-making process, as well as the development of
decentralized mechanisms to inform the parents and the children
about the rights of children with disabilities and the way these rights
can be enjoyed".
Article 8 on awareness-raisin~. The Law on the protection and
the promotion of the rights of persons with handicaps lays down the
compulsory special measures incumbent upon the public authorities 50 :
4R
http://www. un ice f ro/mcd iaJeamera-depu tati lor-si-un ice r-toti -copi ii-au-dreptlllsa -se-j oace-sa -v iseze-sa -mearga -Ia-scoa Ia-sa - fi c-ocro ti t i/.
4Y http://www.unicef.ro/wp-eontent/up 10ads/Brosllra- U n ice f~SO W C- final- BT.
pM.
50 Law No. 448 on the protection and the promotion or the ri ghts of pcrsons
with handicaps , republished, with the subsequent amendments and supplements,
art. 75.
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- to promote a concept according to which employed persons
with handicaps represent added values for society and, particularly,
for their communities;
- to initiate and sustain campaigns meant to capture the attention
and raise the awareness of employers about the abilities of persons
with handicaps;
- to create the necessary conditions and services so that persons
with handicaps might choose the form of professional conversion/
reconversion and the workplace, in accordance with their functional
potential;
- to develop a collaboration with the media in order to raise
awareness of the communities about the abilities and the contribution
of persons with handicaps on the labour market;
- to initiate special programmes that stimulate an increased
participation on the labour market of the labour groups facing a major
risk of social exclusion.
In Romania, as far as the approach to disability is concerned, the
transition from the medical to the social model based on the respect
of human rights was not achieved entirely, the society having failed
to sufficiently mobilize itself to identify and to eliminate the barriers.
One objective of communication and advocacy campaigns should
be an education for disabilities: the members of the community
(including the family) should be informed about the rights of persons
with disabilities.
The legislative framework should be further developed by
devoting an entire chapter to Raising Awareness about persons with
disabilities and promotion of the respect of their rights and dignity.
Fighting stereotypes, prejudices and harmful practices against persons
with disabilities, including those based on gender and age, in all fields
of life, as well as promotion of the acknowledgment of the abilities of
persons with disabilities are topics that should be dealt with in such
a chapter.
This involves, among other things, supplementation of the
Education Act with provisions meant to cultivate at all levels of the
36

educational system, and at all children, starting from an early age, an
attitude of respect for the rights of persons with disabilities. It is also
necessary to develop information programmes mea nt to raise awareness
about the issues related to persons with disabilities and their rights.
One of the events organized in Romania every year since 20 I 0 is the
Gala of Persons with Disabilities, an event raising awareness about
the social responsibilities each of us has. There are five categories,
all offering prizes: Perfection people (persons with disabilities who
managed to go beyond the imposed barriers and changed mentalities),
Open doors (companies or institutions that took measures to
provide access to their headquarters or adapted workplaces), Ability
employers (employing companies or institutions), Ability promoters
(communicators who make a contribution to raise awareness) and
School for all abilities (regular educational units integrating persons
with disabilities). The topic of2012 edition of the Gala was "Provide
Access to Freedom" and was organized in collaboration with the
National Television Company.
Although still timidly, in the autumn of 20 12, the first working
group was established, including experts of the coordinating
mechanism, MMFPSPV through DPPH, IRDO (independent
mechani sm), CNCD as well as experts of the civil society (ONPHR,
[PP, CRJ, REN[NCO, independent experts, etc.), who developed a
number of indicators to make the articles of the Convention operable
and assess the conformity degree of the national legislation and
practices.
Also, [RDO, in its capacity as national , independent human rights
institution, organized a number of conferences, seminars, workshops
attended by both representatives of the Government and particularly
non-governmental organizations - events that focused on information
regarding the provisions of the Convention and development of a
collaboration for its implementation in Romania. These meetings
pointed out the need for adoption of a governmental Plan of action
regarding the implementation of the United Nations Convention in
Romania.
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On 23 October 2012, the Conference on "Non-Discrimination,
Autonomy, Inclusion", organized by IRDO in collaboration with
the Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Protection through its
Protection of Persons with Handicaps Directorate, took place. The
event was part of the Programme "Non-Discrimination, Autonomy,
Inclusion - mechanisms for the implementation of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities", a
continuation of a projected initiated by IRDO ten years earlier. The
Conference objective was to raise awareness about the role and
the importance of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities, the importance of art. 33 in the Convention
and to elaborate the indicators. The debates pointed out the balance
the Romanian Institute for Human Rights had managed to ensure,
as it should have had too, in the relationship with the governmental
institutions and the non-governmental organizations for the rights of
persons with disabilities. Also, the Minister of Labour, Family and
Social Protection emphasized that particular attention had to be paid
to the identification of the barriers preventing persons with handicaps
from participating in the life of their communities. The Conference
was attended by representatives of the Commissions of human rights
and minority issues of the two Romanian Parliament Chambers, as
well as representatives of such institutions as the Advocate of the
People, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Education,
Research, Youth and Sports, the Ministry of Justice, the National
Council for Combating Discrimination, the Federation of the National
Organization of Persons with Handicaps in Romania, the Romanian
Association of the Blind, the National Council of Disability in
Romania, the Juridical Resources Center, the Institute for Public
Policies.
The activity of promoting and protecting the rights of persons
with disabilities was also achieved through the publication of special
volumes. Of these, it is worth mentioning the volume Nediscriminarea,
Autonomie, Incluziune. Instrumente privind drepfurile persoanefor cu
handicap .>·ijurispruden{i'J in materie (Non-Discrimination , Autonomy,
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Inclusion. Instruments protecting the rights of persons with handicaps
and jurisprudence in the field), whose purpose was to promote both
the international and the regional instruments and the related cases
concerning Romania brought before the European Court of Human
Rights. Also, in December 2013, the RIHR published the first edition
of volume "Eolutia sistemului de proteqie ~i promovare a persoanelor
cu dizabiliUiti In Romania" (Evolution of the Romanian system for
the protection and the promotion of persons with disabilities).
Many projects financed by the Social European Fund through
the Operational Programme " Development of Human Resources"
developed awareness raising components in order to change the
socia l attitude towards persons with disabilities. Impact at national
level was also achieved by the national awareness raising campaign
organized by Assoc. Baia Mare as part of the project " Integrated social
and vocational training services for persons with disabilities". The
campaign, whose purpose was to promote normality as attitude towards
disability, its logo being "We knock down walls to build bridges",
involved two teams each made up of two cyclists on a tandem bicycle,
riding on a route including 26 cities, each city organizing an event
with the participation of the press, local authorities, non-governmental
organizations and friends. The event consisted in the demolition of a
symbo lic wall of disability. It was asserted that differences between
us are much fewer than the resemblances, that people can fulfi 11 their
lives both socially and professionally, whatever their disabilities
might be, that we should stop building walls that separate us and start
bui Idi ng bridges that bri ng us together. 51
Article 9 on accessibility. As far as access ibility is concerned,
Romania has a well-defined legal framework in the field : the Law on
the protection and the promotion of persons with handicaps devotes
an entire chapter to Accessibility, while recently the Standard on
adapting civil buildings and the urban area to the individual needs
;1

hltp ://www.caravanacaspcr.cu/.
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of persons with handicaps was revised; the Standard is a reference
point ensuring the safe use of the urban area and public buildings by
persons with disabilities.
An entire chapter52 in the Law on the protection and the
promotion of the rights of persons with handicaps is devoted to
Accessibility, where unrestricted access of persons with handicaps is
defined as 'access without limitations or restrictions to the physical,
informational and communicative environment'.
Also, the term accessibility is deAned as 'the total set of measures
and work to adapt the physical as well as the informational and the
communicative environment to the needs of persons with handicaps
as an essential element exercise of the rights and fulfillment of the
obligations of persons with handicaps within the society'. The term
adaptation is defined as 'the process of transformations appl ied to the
physical and the informational environment, to the products or the
systems, to make them available to persons with handicaps as well.
The special Law imposes on the authorities to adapt the public service
buildings, the access passages, the residential buildings built from
public funds, the public transport vehicles and their stops, the taxis,
the railway passenger cars and the platforms of the main railway
stations, the parking areas, the streets and the public roads, the public
telephones, the informational and the communicative environment so
that unrestricted access of persons with handicaps might be possible.
For persons with visual or reading deficiencies, publishing houses
have the obligation to make available, free of charge, the electronic
matrices used for the printing of books and magazines, so that they
might be transposed into an accessible format.
In order to improve web accessibility to public services, the
Ministry for the Informational Society elaborated and published a
Guide on how to develop web pages to be used by the authorities and
52 Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion or the rights of
persons with handicaps, republished, with its subsequent amendments and
supplements, chapter IY.
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the institutions of the central and the local public administration. 53
Although there is a legal framework in the field, little information is
available on how the legal provisions on access to the environment are
observed. Limitations against access are sti ll numerous, are visible,
and have been constantly topics for debates for non-governmental or
press organizations. "Achieving the conditions for the ACCESS to
education, culture, social-professional integration/social inclusion,
etc., of persons with disabilities was not a major objective for our
State. Romania joined the European Union without its persons with
disabilities, whom itcontinues to condemn to isolation/marginali zation .
The laws for the protection of persons with disabilities, starting in
1992 and including the present Law No. 448/2006, were not and are
not observed, being regarded as optional by the State's institutions, as
are, in fact, most laws in Romania" can be read on the web page of
ONPHR under Accessibility.54
A study conducted by ASCHF-R in 20 I 0 mentioned that "a great
many public areas are not provided with access facilities or, if there
are any, they are of poor quality, impracticable most often ... " 55
Foundation Motivation Romania, a non-governmental, non-profit
organization, established to help persons with disabilities in Romania,
assumed the mission to assist users of wheelchairs to attain a maximum
level of independence, to integrate socially and professionally. In
order to encourage and accelerate the efforts to improve accessibility
to buildings of public interest, Motivation offers accessibility
evaluation serv ices and accords the Motivation Accessibility Mark
to public and private institutions that meet the criteria audited by the
association's experts. Thus, Motivation developed the Accessibility
Map, an instrument devoted to persons in wheelchairs, a useful source
of information centralizing data about accessible areas in Romania .56
5) www.mcsi.ro.
'" htlp://www.onphr.ro/d izabi 1itatea/accesibi 1itatea.
55 www.aschfr.ro.
\ 6 http: //www.accesibil.org/.
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Making information accessible is another programme, this time
developed by Foundation Light into Europe. Within the programme,
the educational/informational material is adapted into formats needed
by people with sensory deficiencies (Braille, Large Print and Audio,
Sign Language). Light into Europe also develops a training programme
for dog-guides, the first of the kind in Romania. A young student in
Bucharest is the only blind person in Romania who will go to school
guided by a dog: "Clinthy will take me to school and bring me home.
It's about a 15 minutes' walk from home to school and it will be a
pleasure to walk with Smiley (as the boy calls the dog to pamper
him, Ed.)" Stefan told us. He is a tenth grade student now and had an
ambition to attend a normal high school, Constantin Brancoveanu.
The institution's Director and teachers showed total openness when
the boy told them he would come to school with a dog starting the
following autumn. 57
With regard to the sanctions applied for failure to observe
the provisions related to accessibility, in conformity with the
above mentioned legal norms, the persons authorized to find the
contraventions and apply sanctions are the social inspectors in the
County Agencies and the Bucharest Agency of Payments and Social
Inspection subordinated to the National Agency of Payments and
Social Inspection.
In this respect, it should be mentioned that, at the moment
this document is being elaborated, the data referring to the control
campaigns in relation to accessibility to the physica l, informational
and communicational environment are not publicly available.
At this point, it is worth mentioning the Dec ision by the Steering
Board of the CNCD of imposing fines on 40 mayors of municipalities,
Bucharest included, and on the National Agency of Payments and
Social Inspection for their failure to provide transportation conditions
to persons with locomotor disabilities.5x
57
5K
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Daily Liberlalea of2 July 2012.
www.agerpres.ro

Even though not inexistent, the legislative framework should be
further developed with quality and time norms and standards for the
objectives set forth by the legislation to be achieved. The development
of training programmes on accessibility issues as well as training
of the personnel who come into contact with these persons is also
necessary.59
Article 10 on the rir:ht to life. According to the Constitution, the
right to life, as well as the right to physical and mental integrity
of person are guaranteed. No one may be subjected to torture or
to any kind of inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. The
death penalty is prohibited.60 In 1994, Romania ratified the European
Convention on Human Rights, and so the protection of any person's
right to life was acknowledged once more. Also, Romania abolished
the death penalty as far back as 199061 , while the new Civil Code, in
force since 2013, equally guarantees and protects any person's life,
health and physical and mental integrity and stipulates that the human
being's interest and welfare should prevail upon the unique interest of
society or science. The new Civil Code prohibits any eugenic practice
that m ight tend to organ ize a selection of persons.
Article JJ on situations of risk and humanitarian emerr:encies.
Situations of risk and humanitarian emergencies are the responsibility
of the Ministry of Administration and Interior (MAl). According to
HG. No. 1492/2004 on principles for the organization, functioning
and powers of professional emergency services, MAl shall perform,
with its own forces or in cooperation, such operations and activities as
information, warning, alarming, alerting, reconnaissance, inquiries,
evacuation, sheltering, search, saving, desincarceration, clearing, first
aid or emergency medical services, fire extinction, purging, NBC
protection and decontamination, water filtering and transportation,
Also see footnote 25 above.
The Constitution revised, art. 22.
(d Law No . 30/ 1994 on ratification of the European Convention on the Defence
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the Protoeols to the Convention,
published in the Official Gazette of Romania , I, No. 135 of 31 May 1994.
59
6()
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illumination, unexploded ammunition clearing, protection of assets
and values of the cultural patrimony, life support for the survival of
the affected population, as well as other measures for the protection
of the citizens in emergency situations.
In Romania, qualified first aid and emergency medical care are
offered on a public base; it is a State's duty and a citizens' right, it may
not be offered for profit and should be offered with no discrimination,
no matter whether the patient has or has no medical insurance.
Article 12 and Article 13 on equal recofnition before the law
and access to justice. According to the Constitution, the exercise of
certain rights or freedoms may only be restricted by law, and on ly if
necessary, as the case may be, for: the defence of national security,
of pub Iic order, health , or morals, of the citizens' rights and freedoms;
conducting a criminal investigation; preventing the consequences
of a natural calamity, disaster, or an extremely severe catastrophe.
Such restriction shall only be ordered if necessary in a democratic
society. The measure shall be proportional to the situation having
caused it, applied without discrimination, and without infringing
on the existence of such right or freedom. Therefore, the Civ il
Code acknowledges civil capacity to all persons, any person
having legal capacity and, except for the cases provided for by
the law, legal competence. Also, the Civil Code stipulates that no
one may be limited in his/her legal capacity, nor can he/s he be
deprived, entirely or partly, by his/her legal competence, except
for the cases and the conditions expressly provided for by the law.
Full legal competence starts on the day a person comes of age
(18 years old). Persons who have no legal competence: juveniles
younger than 14 years old and persons under judicial disability.
For those who have no legal competence, legal documents shall
be signed, on their behalf, by their legal representative s, under the
conditions provided for by the law. Nevertheless, a person without
legal competence can conclude on its own those particular legal
documents provided for by the law, acts of conservation as well as
acts of disposition of low value, of a current nature, which are app lied
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as soon as they are concluded. A person who has not the required
power of discernment to takc care of its interests, because of mental
alienation or mental debility, shall be adjudicated of legal incapacity.
Free access to justice is guaranteed by the Constitution of Romania,
which provides that every person is entitled to bring cases before
the courts for the defence of his legitimate rights, liberties and
interests. Also, the Constitution provides for the right to a fair
trial and for solutions to the cases within a reasonable term . The
Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of persons
with handicaps devotes an article to legal assistance according to
which persons with handicaps are entitled to protection against being
neglected and abused, irrespective of the place where they are. In case
persons with handicaps, irrespective of age, are in a position of total or
partial impossibility to administrate their personal assets, they should
enjoy legal protection in the form of trusteeship or guardianship and
legal assistance.
In Romania, for persons with disabilities who are incapable
of expressing themselves to understand the legal procedures, the
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code are applicable: "parties
who do not speak or do not understand the Romanian language or
are incapable of expressing themselves shall be provided, free of
charge, the possibility to get acquainted with the contents of the file,
the right to speak as well as the right to put in submissions before
the court through an interpreter". When one of the parties or another
person who is to be heard cannot speak Romanian or is incapable
of expressing itself, the criminal prosecution body or the court shall
provide, free of charge, an interpreter. The interpreter can be assigned
QI"chosen by the parties; in the latter case, he/she must be an authorized
interpreter, according to the law. The delegated judge shall proceed to
hear, in an undifferentiated manner, the persons deprived of liberty,
at the detention place. The measures preceding the hearing shall be
taken by the administration of the detention place and, in the case
of detainees with disabilities, they have to make sure that the rooms
to be used are accessible and allow for the mobility and autonomy
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of the disabled detainees. Also, when persons deprived of liberty
are heard by the judge delegated for the execution of punishments
as well as by other bodies and persons authorized, according to the
law, to perform legal procedures with persons executing a detention
order, the administrative authorities have to make sure that the the
persons deprived of liberty are able to understand the content of the
communication and in a position to exercise the rights provided for
by the law.
In spite of the fact that the existing legislative framework is
adequate, in practice, the access to justice of persons with disabil ities
is made with difficulty for lack of needed information, lack of constant
assistance in a legal procedure or lack the funds needed to initiate a
legal procedure before the court. For instance, most often it is only
access into the building that is provided, not also access inside the
building (in very many cases the special device for access is available
only at the first floor). Provision of means of communication adequate
for the needs of persons with disabilities, irrespective of the type of
disability, is achieved at the level of courts and prosecutor's offices
to a very little extent. As far as we know, only some of them provide
a sign language interpreter or documents in large print. Procedural
adjustments adequate for the age of the disabled person in order to
facilitate persons with disabilities an active role as direct and indirect
participants, also as witnesses, in all legal procedures, including the
investigation phase and other preliminary phases, are not provided the legislation (the Civil and the Criminal Codes, as well as the Civil
Procedure and the Criminal Procedure Codes) does not include spec ial
provisions meant to promote persons with disabilities as active parties
involved in the juridical procedures and only the conditions excluding
persons with disabilities are explicitly mentioned (e. g.: persons
adjudicated with legal incapacity, called "forbidden"). Likewise,
there is no legal obligation of special training in the field of the rights
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of persons with disabilities in the judicial system, in the police or in
penitentiaries. 62
A study on "Guardianship ~ protection or barrier against the
integration of persons with intellectual disabilities"63, elaborated by
the Center for Juridical Resources in collaboration with Foundation
"Pentru Voi" (For You) referring to legal protection points out that
"protection measures for adults' personal and economic interests
should acknowledge the fact that there may be various degrees of
incapacity and they may vary in time in the case of one person. A
protection measure should not automatically involve total deprivation
of legal capacity. Limitation of the juridical capacity is a measure
to be taken only if it is necessary for the protection of a person.
Measures protecting incapable adults should be so comprehensive
and flexible as to offer an adequate legal response to each situation or
degree of incapacity. To this end, in certain cases, protection measures
should also include measures that do not limit the legal capacity of
the person, but rather help him/her to make a decision. A protection
measure should not automatically deprive a person from the right to
vote, to make a will, to express his/her consent or refusal regarding any
health-related intervention or to make decisions of a personal nature.
At any time his/her mental capacity allows it ~ when a protection
measure is necessary ~ this should be proportional with the person's
degree of capacity and adapted to the circumstances. For as much
as possible, protection measures should be taken for a limited time
period and there should be periodic evaluations".
Therefore the legislative framework has to be further developed
to the effect that the protection system of persons adjudicated of legal
incapacity be revised.

6, In this respect, see the jurisprudence of European Court of Human Rights,
cases related to Romania, presented in the volume "Nediscriminare Autonomie
Incluziune. Instrumente privind drepturile persoanelor cu handicap $i jurisprudenta
In materie" and in "Orepturile Omului" nos. 2/2012 $i 1/2013.
63 http://www.crj.ro/Brosu ra-Tute la-protectie-sau-obstaco 1-in-caleaintegrari i-persoane lor-cu-d izabi Iitati -intelectua le/.
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Article 14 on IihertvQndseclIritvo(person. Since the Constitution
of Romania provides in its art. 23 (I) that "individual frecdom and
security ofa person are inviolable", the law-maker, preoccupied by
the respect for the rights of persons with disabilities, also took them
into account when drafting the Law on the execution of punishments
and deprivation of liberty measures. M It is to be noticed that the new
legal document pays particular attention to persons with disabilities
who are in detention . Thus, in case a person with disabilities is to
execute a deprivation of liberty punishment, the administration of the
penitentiary shall take all necessary measures so that the punishment
be executed under such conditions that respect human dignity. Also,
in case a person executing a deprivation of liberty punishment cannot
speak or understand the Roman ian language, cannot express hi msel f/
herself or has communicative deficiencies, the administration of the
penitentiary shall take the necessary measures so that the information
of public interest and the documents regarding execution of the
punishment be communicated to the convicted person through a
person who is able to communicate with him/her.
At the sa me time, by means of the specific legislation, the
National Administration of Penitentiaries and the administration of
the penitentiary under consideration should take specia l measures
to protect both the physical and the mental health of the convicted
persons with disabilities. Also, it shou ld be reminded that convicted
persons with disabilities are provided with conditions to participate in
educative, cultural, therapeutic activities, psychological advisory and
social assistance activities as well as moral-religious ones adequate for
their needs and personality, depending on their options and aptitudes.
According to law no. 25412013, the profess ional training
of convicted perso ns with disabilities can be organized by the
administration of the penitentiary in collaboration with the spec ialized
personnel of the Directorate for the Protection of Persons with
h4 Law
o. 254/20 13 on the execution of punishments and deprivation of
libcrty mcas urcs ordcred by judicial bodies in the coursc of criminal proceedings,
publishcd in the Olllcial Gal"cllc of Roman ia , L o. 514 of 14 August 20 13.
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Handicaps. Also, the criminal procedures should be supplemented so
as to make sure that, in case persons with di sabilities are deprived of
liberty, as a result of a final judicial decision , they should be treated
in conformity with the principles and the provisions of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
including the provi sion of reasonable adaptations.
Article 15 on freedom from torture or cruel. inhuman or
de~radin~ treatment or punishment. The Constitution of Romania
enshrines in its art. 22 the right to physical and mental integrity and
the fact that no one may be subjected to torture or to any kind of
inhuman or degradin g puni shment or treatm ent. The new Criminal
Procedure Code 65 provides that human dignity shall be respected
throughout the criminal trial. It also prohibits torture , inhuman or
degrading treatm ents or other ill treatments during the criminal
trial and th e execut ion of punishments.
The Criminal Code defines torture as an action by which
a person is intentio nally induced a pain or strong sufferings,
physical or mental, particularly in order to obtain information or
confessions from this perso n or from a third person, to punish
him/her for so mething he/she or a third person committed or is
suspected to hav e committed, to intimidate or put him/her under
pressure or to intimidate or put under press ure a third perso n, or
for any other reason based on a form of di sc rimination whatever
that may be. Wh en such a pain or such sufferings are applied by a
public authority agent or by any other person acting as an official
authority or at the in st igat ion or with the express consent of such
persons, th e puni shment is imprisonment for 2-7 years. Torture
res ultin g in the victim's death is puni shed with life detention or
imprisonm ent for 15 -25 years. The attempt is also punished.
Th e law on mental hea lth and the protection of perso ns
with mental disorders 66 includes a number of provisions and
In e fTect since 20 13.
Law No. 487/2002 , republi shed in 20 12, on mental health and the protection
of perso ns with mental di sorders, published in the Official Gazette of Romania , I,
No. 652 o r 13 September 20 12.
6;
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measures defending the rights of persons with mental disorders.
Thus, the law refers to voluntary confinement and to involuntary
confinement, the latter being allowed only in severe cases and on
decision by a medical commission.
The law provides that confined persons may be restricted
their freedom of movement, by means of adequate devices, in
order to save from a genuine danger their own or another person 's
life, physical integrity or health. Confinement may not be used as
a form of punishment, may not be part of the medical treatment
and may not be ordered for cases of suicide or self-isolation or as
a solution for the lack of personnel or treatment, nor as a sanction,
nor as a form of threatening nor to to force good behaviour and
nor to prevent the destruction of assets. In extreme cases, this
measure may be used , but only if the application of less restrictive
techniques proves inadequate or insufficient to prevent any
striking or injuring.
The use of confinement devices should be proportional with
the danger, be applied only for the needed time period and only
when there is no other way to remove the danger, and never be a
sanction. The use of confinement devices should be first authorized
by the Head of Section physician. The use and the cessation of
the use of confinement devices has to be registered in a special
Register established by each psychiatric unit.
Even though there is a legislative framework in the field,
measures are needed for the prevention of torture and cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatments or punishments, under equal
conditions with the other detainees.
The media has recently presented the decision by the European
Court of Hum an Rights in relation to the case of the Romanian
citizen N icolae Ticu, sentenced to 20 years imprisonment for armed
robbery with the victim's death , diagnosed with oligophrenia ever
since his childhood. Ticu had complained because of the detention
conditions as well as the fact that he had been aggressed by other
detainees. So, the EctH R decided in October 2013 that the Romanian
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State had violated article 3 in the European Convention on Human
Rights that prohibits torture and inhuman or degrading treatments,
and ordered that the State should pay the petitioner 24000 curos for
moral prejudice and 350 euros for court charges.
Another case presented by the media is that of the youngsters
institutionalized in a neuro-psychic recovery and rehabilitation
center. The Center of Juridical Resources launched an urgent appeal
for action: youngsters with severe disabilities held in isolation and
defenseless in "Gheorghe Stefan Center in Sector 2, Bucharest; and
submitted the case to the court of justice. The trial is under way.
Article /6 on freedom from exploitation. violence and abuse.
The Constitution provides in its art. 22 (I) that "the right to I ife,
as well as the right to physical and mental integrity of person
are guaranteed". The Fundamental Act stipulates in its art. 23 (I)
that "individual freedom and security of a person are inviolable",
while art. 49 (3) of the Constitution stipulates that the exploitation
of minors, their employment in activities that might be harmful to
their health, or morals, or might endanger their life and normal
development are prohibited". Also, according to art. 49 (4) of the
Fundamental Act, "minors under the age of fifteen may not be
employed for any paid labour".
The law on preventing and fighting domestic violence 67 was
adopted to fight against domestic violence, which is defined as
any intentional action or inaction, with the exception of selfdefence or defence actions , physical or verbal, committed by one
member of the family against another member of the same family,
which causes or may cause a prejudice or physical, mental, sexual ,
emotional or psychological sufferings, including threatening to
commit such deeds, constraint or arbitrary deprivation of liberty.
The special law provides that persons with handicaps are entitled to
protection against negligence and abuses, irrespective of where they
are. The quality standards for residential services devoted a special
67 Law No. 217/2003 on preventing and fighting domestic violence, republished
in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 365 of 30 May 2012.
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chapter to Protection against abuses and negligence. And yet, even
in the year 2013, there were such cases, isolated cases to be true. For
instance, in July 2013 the central press triggered an alarm signal about
the case of the persons with handicaps in the Center for Persons with
Handicaps in Harlau, who had been subjected to violence by some of
the institution's employees themselves. Such cases clearly illustrate
the lack of administrative, social, educational and other adequate
measures to protect persons with disabilities against all forms of
exploitation, violence and abuse.6K
Article 17 on protectinf the intefrity ofthe person and Article 18
on liberty o(movement and nationality. The Constitution guarantees
the right to life, as well as the right to physical and mental
integrity of person, in its art. 22 (I). At the same time, art. 25 (I)
guarantees the right of free movement within the national territory
and abroad. Every citizen is guaranteed the right to establish his
domicile or residence anywhere in the country, to emigrate, and to
return to his country, art. 25 (2). According to the Civil Code, any
person has the right to life, health, physical and mental integrity,
dignity, personal image, respect of his/her private life, as well as
other similar rights acknowledged by the law. Every natural person
has the right to make decisions about himself/herself, unless he/she
violates the rights and freedoms of others, public order or public
morals. No person may be subjected to experiments, tests, extractions,
treatments or other interventions for therapeutic or scientific research
purposes except for the cases and under the conditions expressly and
restrictively provided for by the law.
The Civil Code 69 provides that any person has the right to have
a name, a domicile, a residence, as well as a civil status, obtained as
provided by the law. Any person has the right to have the established
name or the acquired one. Romanian citizens have the right to freely
settle or change their domicile or their residence, in Romania or
Also see Footnote 25 above .
Law No. 287/2009 on the Civil Code, republished in the Official Gazette of
Romania, I, No. 505 of 15 July 2011 , arts. 83-103.
6X
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abroad, except for the particular cases provided by the law. Law No.
21/1999 711 defines Romanian citizenship as being a natural person's
bond and belonging with the Romanian State. Romanian citizens
are equal before the law and enjoy the Romanian State's protection.
Romanian citizenship can be acquired: a) by birth; b) by adoption; c)
on request.
The civil status gives a person the possibility to individualize,
within the family and the society, through the strictly personal qualities
deriving from the civil status documents and facts. According to the
Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of he child 7 1 a
child shall be registered immediately after birth and, from this moment
on, has the right to have a name, the right to acquire citizenship, and,
if possible, to mect its parents and be cared for and raised .
Article 19 on livin(t independentlv and bein(t included in the
communitv. The Constitution of Romania provides in its art. 26 for
the person's right to "dispose of himself unless by this he infringes
on the rights and freedoms of others, on public order or morals".
In 1999, Romania ratified the hard core of the human rights laid
down in the European Social Charter revised. Other articles are to be
ratified as well, for instance art. 15 paragraph 3, which would favour
full integration and participation in the social life of persons with
handicaps, particularly through measures, technical aids included,
which are intended to help them overcome their difficulties related
to communication and mobility and provide their access to means of
transportation, residence, cultural activities and spare time spending. 72
7U The Romanian Citi zenship Act, republished in the Official Gazette or
Romania, I, No. 576 of 13 August 20 I0, arts . 1-10.
7 1 Law No. 272/2004 on the protection and the promotion of the rights of the
child, published in the Official Gazette or Romania, I, No . 557 01'23 June 2004.
72 Law No. 74/1999 on ratification or the European Social Charter revised,
adopted in Strasbourg on 3 May 1996, published in the Official Gazette of Romania,
I, No. 193 or 4 May 1999.
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The National Strategy for the protection, integration and social
inclusion of persons with handicaps for the period 2006-2013 73 ,
defines the term 'independent life' as the aggregate of means available
to persons with handicaps which allow them to freely make their
choices and decisions. The fundamental concept of the Strategy is
choice: a person with a handicap has the possibility to make decisions
regarding his/her life, to manage his/her personal complementary
budget and to choose the services he/s he needs as well as those who
offer such services, on the basis of individual contracts for services.
According to the Social Assistance Act7 4 , in consonance with the
equal opportunities principle, the competent public authorities have
the obligation to take all measures needed by persons with disabilities
in order to facilitate their participation in the life of the communities
to which they belong and of society in general.
According to the Law on the protection and the promotion of the
rights of persons with handicaps, a person with a handicap is entitled,
based on a social-mental-medical evaluation, to social services. The
right social assistance in the form of social services shall be granted
on request or ex officio. 75
To fulfil! their obligation to provide the social services needed
by persons with handicaps, public authorities have the obligation to
initiate, maintain and develop social services focused on persons with
handicaps, in collaboration or in partnership with legal, public or
private persons; to involve the handicapped person's family with the
activities devoted to the caring, the rehabilitation and the integration
of the respective person; to develop and support programmes of
collaboration between parents and specialists in the field of the
7.1 HG 11 75 /2005 on approving the National Strategy for the protection,
integration and soc ial inclusion of persons with handicaps forthe period 2006-2013,
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 919 of 14 October 2005.
74 Law No. 292/20 J J on social assistance, published in the Official Gazette of
Romani a, J, No. 905 01'20 December 20 I J, art. 3.
75 Law No. 448/2 006 on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with handicaps, republished, with its subsequent amendments and
supplementation, Chapter J J I, Section I, art. 3 J .
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handicap, in collaboration or in partnership with legal , public or
private persons; to provide assistance and social-medical care at the
handicapped person's domicile.
Social services addressing persons with handicaps are designed
and adapted in conformity with the person 's individual needs. Such
services shall be provided at the person 's domicile, in daycare centers
organized within the community, and in residential centers. Only
in case the assistance, care, recovery or protection of persons with
disabilities are not possible at their domicile it is recommended that
such persons should be admitted in residential centers. The local
public administration authorities have the obligation to primarily
provide caring services for persons with handicaps at their domicile,
and in daycare centers adapted to their needs, such as: recovery/readaptation centers, socia l insertion/re-insertion centers, socializing
centers, occupational therapy and other special therapy centers,
daycare centers of assistance and healthcare, protected workshops/
protected units, and other similar centers, according to the powers
established by special laws.
Depending on the specific nature of his/her needs, a person with
a severe handicap can be assisted and cared at home by a personal
assistant, employed on the basis of an individual labour contract
issued by the local public administration, or may choose instead to be
granted a carer's allowance. The personal assistant and the companion
of a person with a serious handicap is entitled to supporting facilities
and services: urban and interurban transportation free of charge.
The large majority of persons with handicaps live within their own
families or independently; these are the non-institutionalized persons.
Their proportion of 97.7% as compared to 2.5% persons assisted in
public residential institutions, like the caring and assistance centers,
remained almost unchangcd in timc. Daycare centers and recovery
centers are of vital importance if the access of persons with handicaps
to the community's life is to bc increased. The number, the diversity
and the availability ofsueh services are limited and, on the other hand,
providing transportation is a key element.
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Romania, the social services system is still characterized by a
lot of shortcomings and incoherence, having an uneven development,
particularly as far as the rural communities are concerned.
Involvement of the local public authorities in the organization of the
system is limited, for they are active mostly in towns, and only if a
powerful presence of non-governmental organizations is felt in the
landscape. The social services provided at present are fragmented and
characterized by unevenness. 76
An analysis of the statistical data put on their web page by the
Protection of Persons with Disabilities Directorate of the Ministry
of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly on 31 December
2012 77 , referring to the situation ofsocial assistance public institutions
for adult persons with handicaps, reveals: a slight numeric diminution
of such institutions, from 336 registered at the end of 2012 to 335
on 31 December 2013, primarily owed to the decrease by 4 of the
number of protected residences and by 2 the number of occupational
therapy caring centers, alongside an increase by 5 of the number of
care and social assistance centers. Also, the number of persons with
disabilities accommodated in residential centers decreased to 17,123,
that is, 281 less than were registered at the end of 2012. Thus, the
number of persons with disabilities accommodated in recovery and
rehabilitation centers for persons with disabilities increased by 122
(as a result of the increase by I of such centers). Also, the number
of persons with di sabilities accommodated in protected residences
increased by 10 despite the fact that the number of such residences
decreased by 4 as compared to the end of last year. The number of
beneficiaries of care and social assistance centers decreased by 115
(while the number of such centers increased by 5), and the number of
In

76 Sladiul dezvoltarii serviciilor sociale in 20// , Institutul IRECSON, a
study achieved in the framework of Project " Cre~terea gradului de implementare
a legislatiei privind se rviciile soc iale la nivel local In contextul procesului de
desce ntrali za re", run by the Mini stry of Labour, Family and Social Protection.
77 www.anph.rolstatistici/Buletin statistic trim IV 20 12.
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beneficiaries of occupational therapy cari ng centers decreased by 210,
given that the number of such centers decreased by 2.
As far as the non-residential centers are concerned (daycare
centers), the situation on 31 December 2013 is not quite encouraging
either: from the total of 692,093 adult persons with disabilities living
independently/within their families, only 1,669 benefited from social
services organized in the daycare public system, that is with 395 less
than at the end of20 12. The number of beneficiaries of social services
provided by daycare centers mainly decreased because the number
of such centers decreased: by 2 - daycare centers; by I - ambulatory
neuromotor recovery services centers, home services and the psychosocial advisory centers for persons with disabilities.
The development of community services is still in its infancy.
Even though the programmes and the services for persons with
handicaps were developed and diversified, little is known about them
by the possible beneficiaries, by family physicians and even by the
specialists who work with these children whose institutionalization
could be avoided. Foundation "Motivation Romania" is, to our
knowledge, the only organization in Romania that conducts an
evaluation and prescribes a personalized wheelchair and offers
training for an independent life using trainers who are wheelchair
users themselves. During the training stage, the beneficiaries learn
correct techniques for using a wheelchair and basic techniques for
self-help, personal hygiene, sexuality, medical complications, social
and school integration. A typical training stage will include recovery
activities, courses and discussions on previously established topics,
and spare-time activities as well, all encouraging the trainees' contact
with society, which is an important psychological barrier. 78
According to our data, Foundation "Light into Europe" runs
a programme that develops independent life skills to students with
sensory deficiencies, hearing and sight. 7,) The programme involves
arranging studios for the development of independent life abilities
78
79

www.motivation.rolinstruire pentru 0 viata independenta.
http: //www.lightintoeuropc.org/service/indepcndent.htm I
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in partner schools, equipping these schools with adapted equipment,
facilitating university education and job opportunities for persons
with sensory disabilities.
Article 20 on personal mobility. The law on the protection and
the promotion of the rights of persons with handicaps stipulates the
obligation of public authorities to provide protection of the physical
and mental health of persons with handicaps by creating conditions
for the assisting and the access technologies.
The special law imposes provision of free medical devices in
polyclinics, in conformity with the list and the conditions laid down
in the Framework Contract for the provision of medical assistance
within the system of social health insurances and the norms for its
implementation.
The list of standard medical devices for the correction and
recovery of organic or functional deficiencies, or the correction of
physical deficiencies, their replacement deadlines and the medical
devices to be repaired includes ENT prostheses, ostomy prosthetics
devices, urinary incontinence devices, upper and lower limb
prosthetics, various ortheses, orthopedic shoes, walking means and
devices, visual deficiency devices which, in conformity with the
methodological norms for the application of the Framework Contract,
are prescribed for a determined or an undetermined time period, while
their costs calculated at the level of the reference costs are covered by
the health insurance fund. BD
One of the most active suppliers of mobility devices and
equipment is Foundation "Motivation Romania". The Foundation's
Programme of evaluation and prescription of mobility equipment is
based on the principle according to which a wheelchair should be so
prescribed that it might respond to the physical and functional needs
of each and every user. Lack of special adaptations and of profess ional
RO Com mon Order No. 423/ 191 of the Ministry of Health and thc President of
the National Health Insurance Agency on approval of the Methodological Norms
for the application in 2013 of the Framework Contract for the provision of medical
assistance within the system of social health insurances for 2013-2014.
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evaluation services means that the users may encounter secondary
effects, including permanent postural deformities and serious medical
complications. Thus, "Motivation" supplies: active wheelchairs (helps
the user become independent as it can be adjusted by adding such
adaptations as: arm rests, detachable handles, rigid or folding foot
rests, pelvis or trunk girdles), special seating equipment for children
with cerebral palsy (offers a stable prop that helps the child to develop
a certain level of independence and mobility), orthopedic wheelchairs
(offers the possibility of easily getting on and off the wheelchair),
sport wheelchairs (special wheelchairs for practicing certain sports
such as tennis and basketball).xl
Foundation "Motivation Romania" translated into Romanian the
"Guidelines on the provision of manual wheelchairs in less-resourced
settings", elaborated by the World Health Organization in partnership
with USAID and the International Society for Prosthetics and
Orthotics (ISPO). The Guidelines is meant for specialists, equipment
and service suppliers, local and central authorities and experts in
developing public policies in the field of wheelchair supplying as well
as for wheelchair users.X2
Article 21 freedom of expression and opinion. and access to
information. The Constitution guarantees in its art. 30 (I) Freedom
of expression of thoughts, opinions, or beliefs, and freedom of any
creation, by words, in writing, in pictures, by sounds or other means
of communication in public, while art. 31 (1) stipulates that a person's
right of access to any information of public interest shall not be
restricted.
The Law on the protection and the promotion of persons with
handicaps defines the unrestricted access of persons with handicaps as
access without limitations or restrictions to the physical, informational
and communicational environment, while assistance and access
technology is defined as the technology that provides persons
HI
K2

http: //www.motivation .ro/ro/programe-proiecte/ech ipamente-de-mobil itate.
Ibidem .
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with handicaps access with equal opportunities to the physical,
informational and communicational environment. xl
In the educational process, no matter its level , persons with
handicaps are entitled to: textbooks and courses in a format accessible
to students with visual deficiencies, as well as the use assisting
equipment and software for standing examinations of any type and
level.
Also, public authorities are bound to take measures to: make
their own web pages accessible to the effect that they are more easily
accessed by persons with visual and mental handicaps; use pictograms
with all public services.
According to the special law, for persons with sight or reading
deficiencies, publishing houses have the obligation to make available,
free of charge, the electronic versions of the books and magazines
so that the latter might be transposed into accessible formats . Public
libraries have the obligation to establish sections with books in formats
that are accessible to persons with sight and reading deficiencies.
]n Romania , freedom of expression and opinion as well as access
to information are ensured rather formally, given the fact that there
are few institutions that offer information in formats accessible to
persons with disabilities. We believe that the competent authorities
should develop policies and identify measures that might entail the
possibility that sign language, Braille writing, augmentative and
alternative communication and all the other accessible means methods
and formats of communication, be also used in official relations,
depending on the disabled person's choice. We also bel ieve measures
are necessary to make private organizations that supply services to
the large public, including the Internet, also supply the information
Xl Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promoti on o/" the rights of
persons with handicaps, republished , with its subsequent amendments and
supplementations, art. 6.
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and the services in accessible and easy to use formats by persons with
disabilities.x4
Article 22 on respect for privacy. The Constitution of Romania
guarantees the respect and the protection of privacy by the public
authorities. Also, according to art. 27 (I), the domicile and the
residence are inviolable. No one shall enter or remain in the domicile
or residence of a person without his consent, with the exceptions
provided by the law. The Constitution also guarantees the secrecy of
correspondence (letters, telegrams, other mail sendings), of telephone
conversations and other legal means of communication. The right to
respect for privacy and family life is also guaranteed by the European
Convention on the Defence of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms where Romania is a party. The Civil Code prohibits the
use, in any way, of the correspondence, manuscripts or other personal
documents, as well as information pertaining to a person's privacy
without the person 's consent or without respecting certain limitations
provided by the law, while the Code sanctions the unauthorized entry
in a dwelling against the will of the owner and violation of the secrecy
of correspondence.
The Law on the protection of persons regarding the processing
of personal data and the free circulation of such data 85 is meant to
guarantee and protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural
persons, particularly the ri ght to intimate, family and private life, in
relation to the processing of personal data . The Law on the processing
of personal data and the protection of privacy in the field of electronic
communications establishes thc spec ific conditions for guaranteeing
these rights .
~4 Exa mples of involvement ofa group of young people as self-representatives
of persons with disabilities can be seen on the web page www.cevadesplIs.ro.
Ko Law No. 506/2004 on the processing of personal data and the protection of
privacy in the field of electronic communications, published in the Official Gazette
of Romania , I, No. 1101 of 25 November 2004.
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The Law on the patient's rights86 provides that all information
regarding the patient's condition, the results of the medical
investigations, the diagnosis, the prognosis, the treatment, the personal
data shall be confidential even after the patient's death. Information of
a confidential nature may only be disclosed on explicit consent by the
patient or if the law expressly demands it.
Even though from a formal point of view, the right to privacy is
respected in Romania, an analysis of the forms in use mi ght reveal
a different picture. For instance, the Certificate for assignment to a
degree of handicap, an administrative document generating rights,
also includes, beside information pertaining to personal data, such
information as the type of handicap and the disease code.
Article 23 on respect for home and the familv. The Constitution
regulates the family institution in its art. 48: the family is founded
on the freely consented marriage of the spouses, their full equality,
as well as the right and duty of the parents to ensure the upbringing,
education and instruction of their children, while according to art. 26
(1) the public authorities shall respect and protect the intimate, family
and private life, as was shown above. According to the Civil Code 87 ,
the family is founded on the freely consented marriage of the spouses,
their full equality, as well as the right and duty of the parents to ensure
the upbringing and education of their children; the family is entitled
to the protection of society and of the State, the latter being bound to
support, through economic and social measures, the marriage as well
as the development and the consolidation of the family.
The law on the civil status documents provides for the possibility
to use a sign language interpreter at the conclusion ofa marriage in case
one or both spouses are deaf-mutes. And yet, the Civil Code prohibits
the marriage of mentally alienated and mentally defective people. 88
The latter may not get married whether they are under interdiction or
86 Law No. 46/2003, the Patient's Ri ghts Act, publi shed in the Official Gazette
of Romania, I, No. 70 of3 February 2003.
87 The C ivil Code, art. 258.
88 Ibidem, art. 274.
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not. A mentally alienated person or a mentally defective person may
not get married even in his/her moments of temporary lucidity.
Article 24 on education. The National Education Act provides
the State's obligation to ensure the Romanian citizens equal rights of
access to all levels and forms of pre-university and higher education,
as well as the right to lifelong education, without any form of
discrimination. 89
It is stipulated in the above mentioned law that the educational
ideal of the Romanian school lies in the free, full and harmonious
development of human individuality, the shaping of autonomous
personality and the acquirement of system of values that are required
for personal fulfilment and development, the development of the
enterprising spirit, active civic participation in society, social inclusion
and employment on the labour market. 90
According to the National Education Act, the State guarantees
the right to education of all persons with special educational needs.
Special education and special integrated education are constitutive
elements of the national pre-university educational system representing
a differentiated, adapted form of education as well as complex form
of educational, social and medical assistance, devoted to persons with
special educational needs Y' Special education is organized, as the
case may be, in special educational units or regular educational units.
Integrated special education may be organized in special classes and
individually or in groups integrated in regular classes.92
Children, students and youngsters with special educational needs
integrated in regular educational units, are entitled to educational
support through assisting or itinerant teaching personnel , as the case
may be. 93
Law No. 1/20 11 , the National Education Act, art. I, paragraph (4).
Ibidem, art. 2 paragraph (3).
9 1 National Education Act, art. 12 paragraphs (6)-(7).
92 Ibidem, art. 49.
93 Ibidem , art. 51.

89
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Children, students and youngsters with chronic diseases or
diseases that require hospitalization for more than four weeks, are
entitled, as the case may be, to groups or classes organized within
the medical unit where they are hospitalized, while those who, for
medical reasons or because ofa disability, are not movable are entitled
to classes at home, for a limited period of time.
Depending on the evolution of the child, proposals can be made
for re-orientation from a special school to a regular school and the
other way round.
The law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with handicaps devotes an entire chapter to education and
stipulates that persons with handicaps shall have free and equal access
to any form of education, irrespective of age, in conformity with the
type and the degree of handicap and the corresponding educational
needs, while the person with a handicap or, as the case may be, the
family or the legal representative shall be the main decision-maker
regarding the form and the type of school enrolment, as well as the
educational unit to be attended.
According to the law, education of persons with handicaps can
be achieved through lJ4
a) special educational units;
b) individual integration in regular educational units, including
units teaching in the mother tongues of national minorities as well;
c) compact special groups or classes, integrated in regular preschool and school units;
d) educational services through itinerant/ass isting teaching
personnel ;
e) home schooling up to graduation of high school studies, but
not longer than the age of 26, by care of the Ministry of National
Education;
f) ed ucation at "hospital bed", for the duration of hospitalization;
'14 Law No. 448/2006 on the protcction and th e promotion of the rights of
persons with handicaps, republished, with its subsequent ame ndments and
slIpplemcntations, art. 16.
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g) educational alternatives.
In the educational process, irrespective its level, persons with
handicaps are entitled toYs:
a) supporting educational services;
b) technical equipment adapted to the type and the degree of
handicap and the use thereof;
c) adaptation of the classroom furniture;
d) textbooks and courses in a format accessible to pupils and
students with sight deficiencies;
e) the use of assisting equipment and software when standing for
examinations of any type and level.
Thus, to provide the access of persons with handicaps in
educational units and institutions, the public authorities have the
obligation to take the following specific measures96 :
a) to promote and guarantee the access to education and
professional training of persons with handicaps;
b) to ensure home school ing for immovable persons with
handicaps for the duration of compulsory studies as well as preparation
of homework, no matter the place where the person with handicap is,
including such measures as supportinglitinerant teaching personnel;
c) to ensure access to all forms of continuing education, adapting
them to the educational needs of persons with handicaps;
d) to assist cooperation between special or regular educational
units and the family and the community, with a view to provide an
educational offer corresponding to the individual needs of persons
with handicaps;
e) to assist the training of teachers with a view to adapt their
educational practices for the students with handicaps in regular groups
or classes;
f) to ensure the possibility that any persons with a handicap
should practice a sport, and also to ensure the training of the teachers
95
'!6

Ibidem , a11. 17.
Ibidem, a11. 18.
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so that they should become acquainted with specific medical and
technical notions;
g) to ensure assisting educational services for persons with
handicaps and their families, through specialists in the field of special
psychopedagogy;
h) to ensure access to educational units and institutions.
In Romania, according to the legislation on the prevention and
combating of all forms of discrimination, denial of access ofa person
or group of persons to the public or private educational system,
whatever the form , grade and level, on the grounds of race, national ity,
ethnicity, religion, social or disadvantaged category, or the beliefs,
age, gender or sexual orientation of the persons under consideration
is regarded as contravention. 97
While monitoring the situation of children with special
educational needs in special schools should not be a problem (even
though these data are not accessible), the situation of children with
special educational needs integrated in regular schools is something
different.
According to the statistic data 98 provided by the ANDCA,
the situation of the forms of education attended by children with
disabilities is as follows: children attending regular educational
units - 23,773; children attending special educational units - 11 ,904;
children attending special integrated educational units - 2,955, of
which: in compact class - 144; in group - 365; individually - 2,446;
other form s of education - 1,083.
Involved ever since it was established in the issues of inclusive
education the education of children with special educational needs,
Association RENJNCO - Romania considers that "the lack of data
aggregation mechanisms regarding children with disabilities and
children with special educational needs is a serious problem, an
'J7

OUG No . 137/2000 on preventing and combating alllorms ordiscrimination,

art. 11.
9R
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obstacle against making any decision", as the UNICEF Report on
"Children with Disabilities Romania, 2013" shows.
It should also be mentioned that there are several governmental
institutions having powers in the field of children's rights . For
instance, the Ministry of Health is responsible for policies in the field
of health, the Ministry of Education for those in the field of education,
the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly for
those in the field of the protection of children and persons with
handicaps. All these tend to primarily take into account the multiple
needs of the child and do not always communicate with each other.
Still we believe that cooperation or interinstitutional coordination are
particularly important.
This is also noticeable in the terminological variety applied
according to the specific activity of the institutions involved with
issues related to vulnerable persons. The Ministry of Education uses
such concepts as "deficiency" and "special educational needs" in
its documents. The Child Protection Directorate (which coordinates
at central level the child protection policies)99 within the Ministry
of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly uses the concept
of "disability", while the Protection of Persons with Disabilities
Directorate (which coordinates at central level policies in the field of
the protection of thc rights of persons with handicaps)IOOwithin the
same M inistry uses the concept of " handicap".
There is need for a partnership among all these institutions that
would allow a correct and complete monitoring of the situation of
children with disabilities to prevent violation of children's rights.
The development of inclusive schools is one of the educational
policies objectives - according to the National Education Act, annual
competitions (financed by the Ministry of Education) are organized
among schools; they are based on an institutional evaluation of
each educational unit focu sing on two major directions: inclusion
and performance. Both schools that excel in inclusion and those
99

100
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that excel in performance are awarded prizes, while those obtaining
the qualification "sufficient" or "insufficient" are monitored for
improvement of their qualifications.'()'
Even though, in general, the right to education of all children is
promoted, in practice, inclusion of children with special educational
needs in regular schools generates reluctance: either some teachers
believe these chi Idren don't have a real chance of school success, or
some parents protest against the inclusion of children with special
educational needs in the class where their own children are enrolled,
regarding this as a quality diminution in the education oftheir children.
A study conducted by the Institute of Education Sciences ,02
shows that one of the barriers against the inclusion of children with
special educational needs is the insufficient development of a culture
of inclusion both inside and outside schools; the reason why this is so
is that their integration in regular schools in Romania was a measure
of educational policy implemented suddenly, without a sufficient
preparation of the educational system both in terms of rcsources
(human, material, financial) and in terms of awareness about the
importance of inclusion.
Sometimes attitudes difficult to understand towards children with
special educational needs can be noticed; they are manifest, first of all,
at social level, being often accompanied by the parents' shame. The
social labell ing of their children sometimes make the parents not get
involved to find solutions for the children's school situation (meaning
they don't try to obtain a certificate of school and professional
orientation for their children with special educational needs, which
would entitle them to various forms of school assistance, such as an
assisting teacher).
Recent years' policies promoted a number of specific measures
to sustain the integration of children with special educational needs
in the regular educational system. These measures addressed various
Law No. 1/2011 , the National Education Act, art. 109.
Institutul de $tiinte ale Educatiei, Toti copiii la ~coala pana In 2015.
Ini\iatiya globala priyind copiii in afara sistclnului de cduca\ic, Bucurc$ti , 2012 .
101
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domains, such as: organization and assisting services, human resources,
etc. However, the organizational and administrative steps forward for
those children's integration in the regular educational system were not
accompanied by an efficient campaign to raise awareness about the
rights of the child and promote an inclusive climate - neither by the
educational units, nor by the civil society, nor by the decision makers.
Inclusive education is a permanent challenge for the regular
school. The inclusive school puts a value on and integrates all
children, including children with disabilities, the pcdagogy focused
on the child being benefic to all: children will learn to respect both
the differences and human dignity. In this context, we would like to
mention the existence of a working group for the promotion and the
implementation of inclusive education in Romania, called GREI Grupul Roman pentru Educatie Inclusiva (The Romanian Group for
Inclusive Education). It is also worth mentioning the Manifesto for
"encouraging joint effort to sustain all those who believe in a modem
and democratic school of European Romania, in every child's right to
education, irrespective of the peculiar way he/she develops and learns,
in the prevention and/or elimination ofmarginalization, exclusion and
school segregation of children and youngsters with special educational
needs, as well as in the possibility of real change of the relationship
family-school-community", promoted by Association RENINCO Romania. lo3
In recent years, members of Association RENINCO, with
thc assistance of UN ICEF Romania and in collaboration with the
Ministry of National Education, elaborated and achieved several
works on inclusive education whose purpose was to promote the
concept and the good practices in changing attitudes as follows: Steps
toward inclusive education in Romania, 2008; Premises of inclusive
education in kindergartens, 20 I0; School inclusion of children with
special educational needs, 20 I 0; Inclusive education in kindergartens:
dimensions, challenges and solutions, 2012.
10.1

www.reninco.ro.
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Association R EN INCO 104 conducted several programmes whose
objective was the continual training of teachers so that they might
deepen and consolidate their knowledge about inclusive education
and develop a pro-inclusive education attitude, for instance: in the
framework of the programme "Steps towards inclusive education
in kindergartens", run in partnership with the Ministry of National
Education and financed by UN ICEF Romania, 2009-20 11, they
organized training-for-trainers stages in kindergartens for all the
counties of Romania, this way also organizing a network of inclusive
kindergartens. In this respect, every county has in its kindergartens
two inclusive education trainers. The programme "A start for inclusive
schooling", implemented in 2012 in partnership with the Ministry of
National Education, with financial assistance from UNICEF Romania
had as general objective to contribute to the training of school
inspectors for primary education units in every county and every sector
of Bucharest, so that the inclusion principle be taken into account in
schools, focusing on children with special educational needs.
An annual Report of the European Centre for the Rights of
Children with Disabilities (CEDeD) shows that "intervention services
for children with disabilities supplied by the public institutions are
scarce and unadapted to the special needs of children with disabilities,
being based on obsolete methods and founded on a segregationist
understanding of disability. Children with disabilities are not welcome
in schools and kindergartens, there is no adapted curriculum for them,
even though the legislation guarantees free access to education of
children with disabilities".
Special schools for children with handicaps "are still in use,
despite the fact that they are an expression of segregation ism and
fail to offer educational services adapted to the special needs various
types of disability. Children with disabilities, particularly those with
intellectual disabilities, do not benefit from an adapted environment
and intervention services necessary for their normal development.
1()~
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Ibidem.

These services are sporadic, incoherent, and most often parents have
to find solutions on thcir own, through extremc efforts, which are
more or less viable for their children. The fundamental conclusion
drawn from the activity, the case studies and the research made by the
CEDCD in the year 2012 is that access to education of children with
disabilities is one of the most violated rights".'os
We believe that, in order to benefit from an effective education,
persons with disabilities should receive the necessary assistance in the
framework ofthe educational system. This involves efficient measures
of individualized assistance in the adjustment of the environment
meant to maximize school results progress and soc ialization
in compliance with the full integration objective, including the
reasonable adaptation of the conditions to the personal needs. Persons
with disabilities should be perhaps more encouraged to develop
competencies that would facilitate full and equal participation in
the educational process and as members of the community as well.
There is need to identify measures that would facilitate learning of the
Braille writing system, of alternative writing systems, of augmentative
and alternative mean s, of means and forms of communication and
orientation of mobility aptitudes, learning of the sign language and
promotion the linguistic identity of persons with hearing deficiencies.
Educational policies should consider adequate measures such as to
employ teachers, including teachers with disabilities, qualified in
the sign and/or Braille language, and also to train the professionals
and the personnel working at all educational levels. Such a training
would involve familiarization with disability issues and the use of
adequate augmentative and alternative methods, means and formats of
communication, as well as the use of adequate educational techniques
and materials to sustain persons with disabilities. ,o6
Article 25 on health. Article 34 in the Constitution provides
that "the right to the protection of health is guaranteed". Thus, the
105
http ://www.ceded.ro/dcsprc-noi /rapoarte/ 150,raportu I-anua I-de-act ivitateal-cedcd-2012.
106 Also see Footnote 25 above.
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State is bound to take measures to ensure public hygiene and health.
According to the normative act on preventing and combating all
forms of discrimination, discriminating a natural person or a group of
persons on grounds of their affi Iiation or the affiliation of the persons
administrating a legal person to a certain race, nationality, ethnicity,
religion, social category or a disadvantaged category, or on grounds
their convictions, age, gender or sexual orientation by denying a
person or a group of persons their access to public healthcare services selection of a family physician, medical assistance, health insurances,
emergency services or other healthcare services - is a contravention.
Organization of medical assistance and of the system of social
insurances for diseases, accidents, maternity and recovery, as well
as the control upon the exercise of the medical professions and
paramedical activities, and other measures for the protection of the
physical and mental health of persons are established according to
the law.
The purpose of the Health Act is promotion of health, prevention
of sickness and improvement of life quality. Public health is defined
as the population's health condition as compared to the determiners of
the health status: socio-economic, biological, environmental, lifestyle,
the supply of healthcare services, the quality and the accessibility
of healthcare services. Also, the State is always concerned with the
continual improvement of the population's health condition and the
equitable access to healthcare services for all categories of population,
including the rural one.
The insured persons include all Romanian citizens having the
domicile in Romania, as well as the foreign citizens and the stateless
persons who applied for and obtained an extension of the right to
temporary residence or have the domicile in Romania and produce
evidence that they have paid the quota to the health insurance fund.
The objectives of the health insurance system are protection of the
insured persons against the costs of medical services in the case of a
disease or an accident and equitable and non-discriminatory provision
ofa set of basic medical services for any insured person . Persons with
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handicaps are entitled to medical insurances without having to pay
the quota.
The law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with handi caps devotes a special chapter to health, according
to which public authorities have the obligation to include the
needs of persons with handicaps and their families in all policies,
strategies and programmes of regional, county or local development,
as well as in the health protecting governmental programmes, to
create such conditions as availability, transportation , infrastructure,
communication networks, medical and socio-medical serv ices, and to
develop programmes preventing the emergence of handicaps.
The mentioned normative act also provides that persons with
handicaps, their families or their lega l representatives are entitled to
all information related to the medical and the recovery/rehabilitation
diagnosis, the available services and programmes, in all their stages,
while at the same time enjoying the rights and having the obligations
in the field . In Romania, persons with handicaps are entitled to free
medical assistance, including free medicines, both for the treatment
in polyclinics and during hospitalization, in the framework of the
social health insurance system, under the conditions stipulated in the
Framework Contract.
Policies in the field of health will have to be also oriented to
supply those special healthcare services needed by persons with
disabilities, including adequate services for early diagnosis and
intervention as well as services meant to prevent the emergence of
other disabilities, including amongst children and old persons. Also,
healthcare services will have to be developed in such a way that they
be avai labl e as close as poss ible to the communities in which the
persons with disabilities live, including the rural ones. The quality of
healthcare services for persons with disabilities largely depend on the
level of awareness about human rights, the dignity, the autonomy and
the needs of persons with disabilities, which can be raised to higher
values through education and promotion of ethical standards in the
field of pub Iic and private healthcare services.
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Article 26 on habilitation and rehabilitation. The National
Strategy for the protection, the integration and the social inclusion
of persons with handicaps for the time period 2006-2013 107 defines
rehabilitation as the process by which persons with handicaps reach/
maintain optimal physical, sensory, intellectual, mental and/or social
functional levels, while providing the instruments with which these
persons can change their lives to the effect of obtaining a higher
degree of independence. Rehabilitation includes measures to recover
and/or compensate the loss/absence or limitation of certain functions.
Rehabilitation includes recovery which is prevailingly medical in
nature. According to the Law on the protection and the promotion
of the rights of persons with handicapslo8, public authorities have the
obligation to establish and support rehabilitation centers specialized
in types of handicap, and to support access to balneological and
recovery treatment.
For recovery/rehabilitation assistance to be ensured, persons
with handicaps are entitled to:
a) free medical devices in polyclinics, according to the list and
under the conditions provided in the Framework Contract for the
provision of medical assistance within the system of social health
insurances and the norms for its implementation;
b) free services of accommodation and meals also for the
companion of a child with serious or severe handicap or of an adult
with serious or severe handicap, in sanitary units with beds, sanatoria
and health spas, on recommendation by the family physician or the
specialized physician, covered by the National Unique Fund of Social
Health Insurances, in conformity with the Framework Contract for
107 HG No. 11 75 /2005 on approval of the National Strategy for the protection,
the integration and the soc ial inclusion of persons with handi ca ps fo r the time
period 2006-20 13, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, I, No. 919 of 14
October 2005.
I()~ Law No. 448/2006 on the protection and the promotion of the rights
of persons with handicaps , republished , with its subsequent amendments and
supplementations, arts. 9-11.
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the provision of medical assistance within the system of social health
II1surances;
c) a free ticket for balneological treatment per year, on the basis
of the individual programme of rehabilitation and social integration
and on recommendation by the family physician or the specialized
physician.
According the Romanian legislation IOY, the evaluation of adult
persons with handicaps is a complex and continuous process by which
their development, integration and social inclusion peculiarities are
estimated and acknowledged. The process involves collection of
as complete as possible information and interpretation thereof for
orientation of the decision and intervention.
Evaluation is subordinated to the principle of the disabled
person's interest, according to which any decision or measure is made
or taken only to the interest of the person, while approaches based on
mercy and the perception of persons with handicaps as helpless are
unacceptable.
Evaluation has the following characteristic features:
- is focused on the adult's potential of development, integration
and social inclusion, pointing out what the adult with a handicap
knows and is able to do, what abilities and skills he/she has or can
develop;
- is based on the social model of approaching disability, involving
an integrating approach of relevant elements: health condition, degree
of mental-social adaptation , level of education, degree of professional
abilities development;
- is unitary, meaning that it operates with the same objectives,
criteria, and methodologies;
- is performed by a team, all members of the team being actively
involved, each one working complementarily with the others;
I!)') HG No . 268/2007 on approval of the Methodological Norms for the
application of law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of persons with
handicaps, Chapter V, arts . 46-48 .
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- respects the rights and dignity of persons with handicaps, as
well as the principle "Nothing for us, without us!", which is the basis
of any decision made in relation to a person with a handicap.
The compulsory domains in which evaluation is madc arc:
- social evaluation, made by social workers;
- mcdical evaluation, made by specialized physicians;
- psychological evaluation, made by psychologists;
-vocational or profcssional abilities evaluation, made by psychopedagogucs, education instructors or recovery pedagogues;
- evaluation of the abilities and the level of social integration,
made by psychologists, psycho-pedagogues, recovery pedagogues or
social workers.
Establishment of the degree of handicap for children and adults is
made by the child protection commission, and the commission for the
evaluation of adult persons with handicaps, respectively, both being
decision-making commissions. The degree of handicap certificate
is accompanied by the individual programme of rehabilitation and
social integration, a document issued by the evaluation commissions,
specifying the activities and the services an adult with a handicap
needs in the process of social integration.
ASSOC Baia Mare developed, in the framework of Project
CASPER, a system for evaluating the work potential profile of persons
with disabilities 11 o , the first complex instrument for the evaluation of
persons with disabilitics in Romania with ages from 12 to 67 which,
beside generating the report of individual psychological evaluation,
the candidate's profile, the report on the suitability for the job and the
report on the hierarchy of candidates for the job, also lays emphasis
on the work potential profi le of persons with disabi Iities.
A great many of services were established and/or developed
by non-governmental organizations in the area of early intervention
primarily for the importance that should be attached to it, yet, at
the samc time, thcy have a limited power of action. Onc type of
110
htlp :llwww.ziarmm.ro/casper-ined itul-aparat -care-eval ueaza-per- soanelecu-dizabi Iitati- video/.
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early intervention, for instance, is to be found in Tg. Murq, in the
Ccntcr of prevention and early intervention for neuro-psycho-motion
disabilities, organized by Foundation Alpha Transilvana, which
develops programmes of close collaboration with the Neonatal Clinic
and the Premature Infants Clinic in the Mure~ County Clinic Hospital ,
and also with neuro-psychiatrists and family physicians in Tg. Mure~
for maximum optimization of the intervention packages developed
for the beneficiaries of this programme. II I
The early intervention programme of Foundation Sense
International provides newborns and infants with the opportunity to
benefit form a diagnosis, rehabilitation and early intervention, with
the assistance of multidisciplinary teams made up of physicians,
psycho-pedagogues, psychologists as well as parents. Thus, newborns
are tested hearing and sight at birth, and in case there are signs of
problems, they start an individualized recovery programme in the
framework of centers for assistance in early intervention. 11 2
On the organization's initiative, the importance of early
intervention was acknowledged at national level, being included in
the national educational system as a result of the approval of Order
No. 3071 /2013 on approval of the educative content for prior preschool early intervention devoted to children with multiple sensory
deficiencies/deafblindness.
Motivation Clinic of Medical Recovery, developed by Foundation
Motivation, offers specialized medical consultations, kinetotherapy,
electrotherapy and thermotherapy at its headquarters. Individualized
programmes for medical recovery are achieved by professional
kinetotherapists, under the gu idance of specialized physicians, for
a very large range of children's and adults' diseases of all kinds :
orthopedics (scoliosis, pre- and post-operation disk hernias, prostheses
- hip, shoulder, knees, post-traumatic recovery : fractures, contusions,
soft tissue injuries, etc.; rheumatology (osteoporosis, arthrosis,
I11
http://www.alphatransilvana.ro/persevcrenta-complex-de-scrvici i- pcntrucopi i-cu-d izabi 1itati/prevent ie-s i-interventi e-tim pu rie.htill I.
li e hltp://www.surdocecitatc.ro/ro/programe.
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gonarthrosis, coxarthrosis, spondylosis, rheumatoid polyarthritis,
ankylosing spondylitis, tendinitis, periarthritis, etc.; neurology
(vet1ebro-medullary injury, peripheral nerve paralysis, Parkinson,
cerebrovascular accident, cerebral pal sy, multiple sc lerosis, etc.).
It is also Foundation Motivation Romania that initiated, in
partnership with Swiss Paraplegic Research , a Swiss research
institute, a project called "Abilities do count - Implementation of the
International Classification of Functioning Disability and Health in
social inclusion services for persons using wheelchairs in Romania"
with a view to improve the quality of rehabilitation and employment
services for wheelchair users in Romania. In the framework of
the project, the campaign on "A bilities do count" will promote an
ability-oriented approach to the services addressing wheelchair
users in Romania, while at the same time it is a unique programme
for awareness rai sing and instruction meant to assist the Romanian
professionals working in the field to adopt principles focused on
the abilities of persons with disabilities thus changing the current
approach - predominantly medical - to disability.
The legislative framework in the field of disability will have to
be further developed to allow persons with disabilities to acquire and
maintain maximum autonomy, to fully develop their physical, mental ,
social and professional potential , and to achieve full integration and
participation in all aspects of life. To this end services and complex
habilitation and rehabilitation programmes should be organized,
consolidated and extended, particularly in such fields as healthcare,
employment, education and soc ial services. It is important that such
services and programmes should start as early as possible, be based
on a multidi sc iplinary eva luation of individual needs and abilities,
assist participation and integration in the community and all aspects
of life on the basis of the persons' freely expressed consent, and be
available as close as possible to the community they live in , including
the rural environment.
Also, particular attention should be paid to the development
of programmes devoted to the initial and continual training of th e
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professionals and the personnel working in the framework of
habilitation and rehabilitation services.
Article 27 on work and emplovment. According to the
Constitution, "the right to work shall not be restricted. Everyone has a
free choice of hi si her profession, trade or occupation, as well as work
place. All employees have the right to measures of social protection .
These concern employees' safety and health, working conditions for
women and young people, the setting up of a minimum gross salary
per economy, weekends, paid rest leave, work performed under
difficult and special conditions, as well as other specific conditions,
as stipulated by the law. The nonnal duration of a working day is of
maximum eight hours, on the average ... On equal work with men ,
women shall get equal wages".113
According to the normative act on the prevention and sanctioning
of all forms of discrimination 114, which transcribes the provisions of
Directive 78 11 \ the principle of equality among citizens and exclusion
ofprivileges and discrimination are guaranteed in terms of exercise of
the right to work, free choice of occupation, fair and satisfactory work
conditions, protection against unemployment, equal wages for equal
work and fair and satisfactory remuneration.
The provisions of the Labour Code l16 stipulate that a natural
person shall acquire legal capacity to work at the age of sixteen;
however, a natural person may also conclude an employment contract
as an employee at the age of 15, with the agreement of his/her parents
or legal representatives, related to activities corresponding to his/her
physical development, skills and knowledge, unless his/her health ,
development and vocational training are harmed. The Labour Code
prohibits the employment of persons placed under guardianship.
Constitution of Romania revised, art. 41 paragraphs (I )-(4).
137/2000, art. I paragraph (2).
11 5 Directive 2000!78/CE establ ishing a general framework for equal treatment
in employment and occupation.
116 Labour Code, art. 13.
113

1140UG
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The Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of
persons with handicaps" 7 acknowledges the right of persons with
handicaps to work and earn income in conformity with the provisions
of the labour legislation. Also, the normative act stipulates that
persons with handicaps are entitled to be ensured all necessary
conditions so that they might choose and exercise their profession,
job or occupation, obtain and keep an employment, as well as be
professionally promoted; persons with handicaps may be employed
in accordance with their professional training and work capacity,
attested by the Certificate for assignment to a degree of handicap.
Public authorities have the obligation to take the following
special measures:
-promote the concept according to which an employed person
with a handicap is an additional value for society and, particularly so,
for the community to which he/s he belongs;
- promote a work environment that is open, inclusive and
accessible to persons with handicaps;
- create the necessary conditions and services for persons with
handicaps to be able to choose the form of professional conversion/
reconversion and the workplace, according to his/her functional
potential;
- establish and sustain complexes of services, made up of
authorized protected units and protected residential dwellings;
- initiate and develop forms of stimulation for employers, so that
they should employ persons with handicaps and keep them employed;
- assist management of a market sell ing the work products of
persons with handicaps;
- diversify and maintain various social services, including
advisory services for persons with handicaps and their families,
information for employers, assisted employment and others of the
kind ;
11 7
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Law No. 448/2006, art. 77.

- promote services of mediation on the labour market for persons
with handicaps;
- achieve / permanently update the database with a view to point
out the work availability of persons with handicaps;
- develop collaborations with the media with a view to increase
the community 's awareness/sensitiveness about the potential, the
abilities and the contribution of persons with handicaps on the labour
market;
- achieve, in collaboration or in partnership with legal persons,
public or private, programmes and projects meant to increase the
employment rate;
- initiate and sustai n campaigns to increase the employers'
sensitiveness and awareness about the abilities of persons with
handicaps;
- initiate specific programmes that stimulate increased
participation on the labour market of groups of persons facing the
major risk of socia l exc lusion .
The Labour Code provides for an additional leave of at least
three workdays. The Wages Act provides that blind persons with a
serious and severe handicap shall be additionally paid for the activity
performed during the normal work hours an increase of 15% of the
basic pay.
According to the Work Health and Safety Act 11 8, vulnerable
groups facing specific risks, such as pregnant women, childwives
or nursing mothers, youngsters and persons with disabilities, sha ll
be protected against dangers that affect them specifically. Thus,
employers are bound to adjust the workplaces taking into account the
presence of vulnerable groups exposed to specific risks.
The Law on the protection and the promotion of the ri ghts of
persons with handicaps provides the obligation of public authorities
and institutions, legal person s, public or private, having at least 50
employees, to employ persons with handicaps at a rate of at least
II X

Law No. 319/2006 on work health and security, arts. 35-36.
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4% the total number of employees. Alternatively, they may choose
to monthly deposit to the State Budget an amount equal to 50% the
minimum gross basic wages multiplied by the number of positions
for which they didn 't employ persons with handicaps or they may
buy products or services achieved as a result of the activity of persons
with handicaps in authorized protected units.
According to the statistic data made available by the Ministry
of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly, on 31 December
2013, there were 648,223 registered adult persons with handicaps (of
which 236,781 are persons with handicaps over 65 years old), 29,042
being employed. Thc situation of employed persons with handicaps,
in terms of types of handicap, is as follows : physical - 7,623 ; somatic
- 11,950; auditory - 3,388; visual - 2,881; mental - 762; psychic 1,245; associated - 1,421; HIV/AIDS - 315; rare diseases - 236;
deaf-blind - 26.
Even though the legislation provides for the obligation of making
the data available, at the time when this Report was elaborated the
data referring to the employment of persons with handicaps in the
public sector were not accessible.
[n recent years, many efforts of non-governmental organizations
were focused on facilitating the access ofpersons with handicaps to the
labour market; this was mainly done with support from the structural
funds - POSDRU. Thus, in spite of the fact that the Romanian
legislative framework did not develop normative acts/policies in
the field of social economy, social economic structures employing
persons with handicaps were nevertheless established. Also with
support from the structural funds, programmes of professional reintegration, technical and vocational orientation, as well as services
for employment and continual professional training for persons with
handicaps were initiated. "9 So, models of social economy in Romania
not only are at work, but also offer competitive services on the market.
For instance: the three protected units Util Deco in [a~i, Constanta
119 Data referring to the POSDRU results were not available at the time this
Repost was elaborated.
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and Mure~, developed and sustained by Foundation "A Hituri de voi"
Romania, where 35 youngsters with disabilities were integrated on
the labour market. This way, persons who not long ago used to be
socially assisted have become indcpendent. ' 20
Another project devoted to the employment of persons with
handicaps is the one called "Counselling, Employment, Change of
Mentalities, Elimination of Barriers, Accessibility, Training" run
by the Ministry of Labour, Family, Social Protection and Elderly in
partnership with the National Association of Social Workers, which
pursued specific objectives: develop instruments for the adaptation
of the workplace from the point of view of persons with disabilities,
employers and the workplaces themselves; develop a counselling and
assisting center for the creation of new adapted workplaces and the
achievement of an information and awareness raising campaign on
the access of persons with disabilities on the labour market.
As far as respect of the right to work of persons with disabilities
is concerned, the Romanian legislative framework has to be
further developed - this should start by amending the article in the
Labour Code that prohibits employment of persons placed under
guardianship. It is also necessary to elaborate policies and identify
adequate measures in order to: promote employment of persons
with disabilities in the private sector; promote opportunities for
independent activities; develop the enterprising spirit; develop
cooperatives and start self-managed businesses; promote vocational
and professional rehabilitation; maintain the jobs and the status of
employees; promote programmes of professional re-integration for
persons with disabilities.
It is also necessary to analyze and possibly revise the terms and
concepts specific to the field of pensions ' 2 1 - invalidity, invalidity
pension, loss of working capacity - so that persons with handicaps
who also have the status of invalidity pensioner might exercise their
right to work.
120
121

http://adevarul.ro/econom ie/sti ri -econom ice/.
Law No. 263 /20 lOon the unitary system of public pensions.
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Article 28 on adequate standard of'livinr: and social protection.
According to art. 47 in the Constitution, "the State shall be bound to
take measures of economic development and social protection, of a
nature to ensure a decent living standard for its citizens. Citizens have
the right to pensions, paid maternity leave, medical care in public
health centres, unemployment benefits, and other forms of public or
private social securities, as stipulated by the law. Citizens have the
right to social assistance, according to the law". 122 Also, according to
art. 41 (2) in the Constitution, "all employees have the right to measures
of social protection. These concern employees' safety and health,
working conditions for women and young people, the setting up of a
minimum gross salary per economy, weekends, paid rest leave, work
performed under difficult and special conditions, as well as other
specific conditions, as stipulated by the law".
According to the Housing Act l23 , the following categories of
persons may be granted social housing, distributed by local councils
based on criteria set by them annually: persons and families evacuated
or who are to be evacuated from the residential buildings retroceded
to the former owners, young people till the age of 35, young people
coming from social care institutions who have reached the age of 18,
invalids with I and 1I degree of disability, persons with handicaps,
pensioners, veterans and war widows, etc.
Also, the Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights
of persons with handicapsl 24 stipulates that public authorities have the
obligation to take measurcs to introduce a new priority criterion for
the renting, at lower floors , the residential dwellings belonging to the
State's public domain or its administrative-territorial units.
Persons with serious handicaps are entitled to:

Constitution of Romania revised, art. 47 .
Housing Act, Law No. 114/1996, art. 43.
12-1 Law No. 44~ /2006 on the protection and the promotion of the rights
of persons with handicaps, republished, with its subsequent amendments and
supplementation, art. 20.
122

121
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- an additional inhabiting room as compared to the legal inhabiting
minimal norms, on the basis of residential tenancy agreements for
dwellings belonging to the State's public or private domain or to its
administrative-territorial units;
- exemption from payment of the rent for residential dwellings
owned by the State or its administrative-territorial units and used by
these persons.
According to the Pensions Act, persons who paid retirement
contributions under the circumstances of a handicap preceding their
capacity as insured persons are entitled to a reduction of the standard
pensioning age depending on the degree of handicap, under certain
conditions.
The Law on the minimum guaranteed income l 25 provides the
right of families and single persons who are Romanian citizens to a
minimum guaranteed income as a form of social assistance, granted
under certain conditions.
Policies have to be developed including adequate measures that
provide persons with disabilities and their families who live in poverty
access to financial assistance from the State, for disability-related
expenditures, including training, counselling, financial assistance and
adequate temporary medical care. In this respect, the legislation of our
country has to be amended/supplemented to the effect that it should
acknowledge the compensatory role played by the services persons
with handicaps benefit from so that such services (the indemnity and
the complementary budget) be no longer regarded as income when
other social aids, minimum pension, etc., are established.
Article 29 on participation in political and public life. The
Constitution of Romania guarantees, according to its art. 36, equality in
rights of all Romanian citizens, without privileges and discrimination,
and provides that all Romanian citizens having turned 18 shall have
the right to vote, except for the mentally deficient or alienated persons,
laid under interdiction , as well as the persons disenfranchised by a
12,

Law No. 416/200 I on the minimum guaranteed income.
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final decision of the court. The Constitution also provides eligibility
is granted to all citizens having the right to vote having their domicile
in Romania, and unless they are forbidden to join a political party.
According to the Electoral Act 126 , in Romania the State shall
ensure equal conditions for the exercise of the right to vote. In the
terms of the electoral legislation in our country, only the direct or the
assisted exercise of the right to vote is allowed, while voting through
representatives, a solution adopted by other countries, is not allowed.
Thus, voters have the right to go in person to the polling station they
are ascribed to, while a number of requirements established to ensure
adequate conditions for the exercise of the right to vote:
-when estab lishing the polling stations, areas on the ground floors
of buildings shall be primarily considered;
- to provide access to persons with locomotor handicaps who
intend to exercise their right to vote, special ramps shall be built;
- beside the norm of polling booths calculated for a polling
station, a polling booth for persons with locomotor handicaps should
be built and placed, adequately sized and marked.
Inside the polling station, a voter who, for solid reasons,
acknowledged by the President of the Electoral Bureau of the polling
station, is unable to vote unattended, he/she is entitled to have a
companion of his/her choice in the polling booth to help him/her
vote. The companion may not be chosen from among the observers
or the members of the Electoral Bureau of the polling station. For
voters who are immovable for reasons of disease or invalidity, the
President of the Electoral Bureau of the polling station can approve,
on written request by the respective persons, accompanied by copies
after medical documents or other official documents showing that the
respective persons are immovable, that a team made up of at least two
members of the Electoral Bureau betake themselves, with a special
12(, Law No. 35/200X on organizing and running the elections for the local
public administration authorities and the elections for the Chamber of' Deputies and
the Senate in the year 20 12 as well as on amending the Local Public Administration
Act, Law No. 2 15/200 I, art. 6.
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ballot box and the documents needed for voting, to the location of
the voter so that the latter may vote. Throughout the area assigned
to a polling station one single special ballot box may be used. The
special ballot box may be transported only by the members of the
Electoral Bureau of the polling station and can be taken only within
the territorial area assigned to the respective polling station.
As far as the active participation of persons with disabilities
in the activities and the management of political parties, both the
Constitution and Law No. 14/2003 on political parties, with its
subsequent amendments and supplementation, provide a nondiscriminatory legal framework for all Romanian citizens.
The Permanent Electoral Authority, an autonomous administrative
institution that monitors the organization and the running of the
electoral operations, includes in its preoccupations the one referring
to the elaboration and running of programmes for persons with
disabilities (physical, somatic, auditory, and visual) to be able to
exercise their rights to vote. To this end, the institution initiated
the project called "Your vote is equal with that of others!", which
is intended to analyzc and propose solutions for the problems
encountered by persons with disabilities in the elections organized
so far both in terms of accessibility for the exercise of the right to
vote and access to information during the electoral campaign. The
accessibility issue was discusscd in terms of two aspects: on the one
hand, accessibility to the building in which the polling station is
organized (existence of access ramps, handrails, inside special access
routes), and on the other hand, accessibility within the polling station.
The debates that took place in the framework of the project entailed a
number of conclusions:
- the need for adequate training of the members of electoral
bureaus on the electoral rights and the way persons with disabilities
exercise their right to vote;
- the need to provide accessibility into the buildings where
polling stations are organized for persons with disabilities, by means
of access ramps;
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- the need to have a separate polling booth installed in the polling
station, adapted to the needs of persons with disabilities so that they
might exercise their right to vote;
- the need to improve communication between the institutions
involved with the electoral process and voters with disabilities/their
representative organizations. For instance: translation of electoral
broadcasts into sign language, popularization - through NGOs, the
written and the audiovisual press - of informative materials about the
rights of voters with disabilities and the way they can vote;
- the need to assist NGOs to implement awareness raising
programmes amongst their members to make them realize the
importance of the exercise of the right to vote.
Exercise of the right to vote by persons with handicaps can be
achieved only with the assistance of all actors involved with the
electoral process. States have the obligation to find legal remedies to
facilitate the access of persons with handicaps to the electoral process.
In this respect, various States developed a number of alternative voting
methods that allow voters with handicaps to publicly, preferably
without assistance, which ensures vote secrecy. These vary from
adaptation of the vote expressing machines or the special form of
the vote bulletins (Braille) to remote voting procedures. 127 Therefore,
Romania too has to develop actual measures to provide effective and
full participation in the political and public life, under equal conditions
with the others.
Article 30 on participation in cultural life. recreation. leisure
and sport. According to art. 33 in the Constitution of Romania,
Romanian citizens are guaranteed their access to culture, while the
person's freedom to develop his/her spiritual ity and to get access to
the values of national and universal culture shall not be limited. The
State must make sure that spiritual identity is preserved, national
culture is supported, arts are stimulated, cultural legacy is protected
and preserved, contemporary creativity is developed, and Romania's
127 Exercise of the right to vote by persons with handicaps, Permanent Electoral
Authority.
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cultural and artistic values are promoted throughout the world.
According to the legislation against discrimination ' 2X , such principles
as citizens' equality and elimination of privileges and discrimination
are guaranteed insofar as the exercise of the right to participate, on
equal conditions, in cultural and sportive activities is concerned.
The law on the protection and the promotion of the rights
of persons with handicaps devotes an entire chapter to this field ,
entitled "Culture, sports, tourism".'29 Thus, the competent public
administration authorities have the obligation to facilitate the access
of persons with handicaps to the cultural values and the patrimonial,
touristic, sportive and spare time objectives. To ensure the access
of persons with handicaps to culture, sports and tourism, public
administration authorities have the obligation to take the following
measures:
- sustain participation of persons with handicaps and their
families in cultural, sportive and touristic events;
- organize, in collaboration or in partnership with legal persons,
public or private, such events and activities as cultural, sportive or
spare time related;
- ensure conditions for persons with handicaps to practice sports;
- sustain the activity of the sports organizations of persons with
handicaps.
According to the special law, a child with a handicap, as well
as the accompanying person, is entitled to free-of-charge entrance
tickets to shows, museums, artistic and sportive events. The same
normative act provides the public authorities' obligation to include
and acknowledge sports as a means for recovery, and develop specific
programmes.
12R. ]OUG No.
13712000 on preventing and sanctioning all forms of
discrimination, art. I, paragraph (2).
129 Law on the protection and the promotion of the rights of persons with
handicaps, with its subsequent amendments and supplementations, Section IV, art.
21.
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The Physical Education and Sports Act, Law No. 69/2000,
imposes the public administration authorities' obligation to provide
conditions for the practicing of physical education and sports by
persons with physical, mental or mixed handicaps, so that they might
develop their personality and integrate in the society, and also provide
the means that enable sports people with handicaps to participate in
the national and the international competitions organized for them.
In Romania, sport for persons with disabilities is developing well.
The National Paralympic Committee lJo , the offspring of the Romanian
Federation of Sports for Persons with Handicaps, is a sportive
structure of national interest, the only one authorized to organize and
control sportive activities for types of disability in Romania, playing
an important role in:
- promoting paralympic sports in Romania without any
discrimination;
- increasing awareness about the paralympic movement in
Romania;
- encouraging youngsters with disabilities to practice sports as
well as popularizing paralympic sports as a challenge, a motivation
and a method of social integration;
- improving the disabled persons ' health condition by training
their reflexes, the force oftheir bodies and their power of concentration.
Special Olympics Romania started its activity in 2003, as an
integral part ofthe international sportive movement Special Olympics.
The organization makes a contribution to the social integration of
persons with intellectual disabilities, giving them the opportunity to
discover and develop their sportive potential and qualities by means
of training programmes and competitive events organized throughout
the year. This way our sports people have the opportunity to become
active members of the family and of the community to which they
belong. Special Olympics is an experience that generates energy,
health, self-confidence and joy of life.
130

90

hltp ://www.npc.org.ro

There are many examples of sportive events organized by nongovernmental organizations in Romania, but people are insufficiently
aware about them . For the sake of illustration, let us remind a few
competitions organized by Foundation "Motivation": the Motivation
Swimming Competition and "Let's participate in the Swimming
Marathon", the wheelchair basketball competitions (Motivation has
been a member of the Romanian Basketball Federation since 2002),
international wheelchair tennis tournament, with ITF points.! 3!

*

* *
Of course, we are still in the phase of investigations.
Obviously, we are at the beginning of the research we initiated
for the accomplishment of our tasks as independent mechanism for
promoting and monitoring the implementation of the UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (according to art. 33
paragraph 2 in the Convention).

13 1
http ://www.motivation.ro/ro/programe-proiecte/sport-adaptat/baschet -inscaun-rulant
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